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--ingle and mixed payloads must be integrated into the Shuttle
 
Orbiter within the 160 hour turnaround requirement for the
 




some off-line integration capability is required. 

a "stand alone" (no facility
is a preliminary design analysis of 

GSE support required) payload integration device (VE) capable
 
of verifying payload compatibility in form, fit and function
 
with the Shuttle Orbiter prior to on-line payload/Orbiter opera­
tions. The IVE is a high fidelity replica df the Orbiter payload
 
accommodations capable of supporting payload functional check-

Atop level payload integration
out and mission simulation. 

analysis developed detailed functional flow block diagrams of
 
the payload integration process for the broad spectrum 
of P/L's
 
and identified degree of Orbiter data required by the payload
 
user and potential applications of the IVE.
 
This work was performed for Johnson Space Center of the National
 
Aeronautics andSpace Administration under contract NAS9-14000
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HUL 1.D. ITEM WBS
 
1001-00-000 MID-BODY STRUCTURE 1.2.1.1.1.a
 
2101-00-000 MS/PS SUPPORT MODULE 1.2.1.1.1.b
 
2102-00-000 X0 576 BULKHEAD .1.2.1.1.1.b
 
2103-00-000 PAYLOAD WIRE TRAY 1.2.1.1.1.g
 
2004-00-000 X0 679.5 POWER PANEL 1.2.1.1.1.f
 
2005-00-000 PREFLIGHT UMBILICAL 1.2.1.1.1.h
 
2106-00-000 X0 1307 CROSS SUPPORT 1.2.3.1.1.n
 
2007-00-000 X 576 AVIONICS HARNESS SUPPORT 1.2.1.1.1.b
 
2108-00-000 MISSION SPECIALIST SECONDARY STRUCTURE 1.2.1.2.2.a.]
 
2109-00-000 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST SECONDARY STRUCTURE 1.2.1.2.2.a.i
 
2110-00-000 ON-ORBIT STATION SECONDARY STRUCTURE 1.2.1.2.2.a..
 
3001-00-000 OPERATOR'S CONSOLE 1.2.1.2.1
 
3002-00-000 DC POWER SET 1.2.1.2.3
 








3108-00-000 CABLE SET 
-1.2.1.2.4
 
3109-00-000 DELETED - SEE 3108-00-000
 
3110-00-000 DELETED - SEE 3108-00-000
 
4101-00-000 X0 576 AIRLOCK INTERFACE 1.2.3.1.1.g
 
4102-00-000 x0 660 TUNNEL INTERFACE 1.2.3.1.1.h
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HARDWARE UTILIZATION LIST 
INDEX 
(CONT) 
HUL I.D. ITEM WBS 
4106-00-000 LOWER CLEARANCE GAGE 1.2.3.1.1.j 
4107-00-000 OMS DELTA V ENVELOPE 1.2.lok 
4108-00-000 FLOODLIGHT X0 576 BULKHEAD 1.2.3.3.1.a 
4009-00-000 X 0576 PAYLOAD SERVICE PANEL 1.2.1.2.2.a.5 
1.2.3.3.1.f 




4014-00-000 TV, X0 576 BULKHEAD 1.2.3.3.1.c 
4115-00-000 TV X 0 1307 BULKHEAD 1.2.3.3.1.c 
4116-00-000 PAYLOAD BAY LINER 1.2.3.1.1.1 
4017-00-000 PREFLIGHT UMBILICAL ELECTRICAL PANEL 1.2.3.3.1.d 
4018-00-000 PREFLIGHT UMBILICAL FLUID PANEL 1.2.3.2.1.d 
4019-00-000 PAYLOAD BAY FLOODLIGHT 1.2.3.3.1.b 
4120-00-000 X0 1307 BULKHEAD 1.2.1.1.1.b 
4121-00-000 X0 1307 P/L OXIDIZER/FUEL PANELS 1.2.3.2.1.b 
4122-00-000 PAYLOAD MASS SIMULATOR 1o5. 
4123-00-000 (DELETED) 
4124-00-000 Xo1307 ELECTRICAL SERVICE PANEL 1.2.3.3.1.e 
4125-00-000 (DELETED) 
4126-00-000 STABILIZING LONGERON FITTING, NON- 1.2.1.1.1.d 
DEPLOYABLE PAYLOAD 1.2.3.1.1.b 
4127-00-000 CABLE SETS 1.2.3.3.1.g 
4128-00-000 T-0 UMBILICAL PROVISIONS 1.2.3.1.1.n 
















CONFIGURATION i = HORIZONTAL 




PRIMARY STRUCTURE lxxx 
SECONDARY STRUCTURE 2XXX 
ELECTRONICS 3XXX
 
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 4XXX 
SAMPLE: 
1101-02-003
L- ITEM NUMBER 3 (DIAGONAL) 
ASSEMBLY NUMBER 2 (HORIZONTAL ASSY) 
MODULE NUMBER I (MID-BODY STRUCTURE) 
CONFIGURATION - HORIZONTAL STRUCTURE 
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B-I INTRODUCTION 





1iand assumptions/guidelines employed. The in-field assembly
 
procedure was developed to increase the degree of confidence in the
 
basic IVE design approach by identifying possible problem areas associate
 
with the IVE design. An iterative procedure was used resulting in a
 
compatible design and in-field assembly procedure as discussed in Section
 
B-3 of this appendix.
 
B-2, COMMENTS 
The Yollowing comments apply to the-procedures discussed in Section
 
B-S of this appendix.
 
i..The X,.Y,pZ coordinate system used in the IVE structure
 




2. 	 Special tools/aids required during the assembly of the
 
:IVE structure consists-of two (2) spreader/hoist bars
 




3. 	 No special tools are required to be provided by the
 
.fsertforthe assembly of the structure. However, it
 
is:assumed that standard facility equipment such as
 
an overhead hoist/crane, forklift, optical transit,
 
.targets, and levels will be available during assembly
 
9peratipns.. 
4. 	 The assembly procedure is predicated upon the premise.
 
-that-the structure has been assembled, aligned, verifiei
 




5. 	 Upon completion of assembly and verification of
 
alignment the nuts on all the bolted connections
 
shall be "sealed" with a material similiar to
 
locktite to prevent inadvertant loosening of bolts.
 
u° It is anticipated that at the 100% drawing completion
 
milestone an identification code will be devised and
 
each part of the IVE structure marked. The coding will
 
be incorporated in the in-field assembly procedure to
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* IN-FIELD ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
 
A, Section 2 Assembly. (See Figure B-i View B)
 
A.l. 	 Position 4 floor plates on floor to form rectangle
 
approximately 16 feet by 20 feet0
 
A.2. 	Position 3 cross beams on support blocks between
 
floor plates at 10 foot intervals.
 
A.3. 	Using overheat hoist, position right hand truss
 
assembly on floor plates. Position end of cross
 
beam between Horizontal attach plates at three
 
places along bottom of truss assembly.
 
A.4. 	Bolt cross beams to truss assembly. (Do not
 
torque bolts at this time).
 
A 5. 	 Position and bolt right hand knee braces to
 
truss assembly and three cross beams. (Do
 
not torque bolts at this time).
 








A.8. 	Attach spreader bars to longeron at each end
 




A.9. 	Position diagonal tie rods below cross beams
 
and attach to left and right truss assemblies.
 
A0 10o Level bridge rails with floor screw jacks-in
 
the X and Y planes (Use facility optical equipment).
 
A.l1. 	Square section assembly by adjusting tie rods.
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A,4. Position master alignment tool at each end of 
- section assembly as shown in Figure B-i View D 
and check alignment of shear pin holes in rails. 
-Sf no fit, repeat steps A.10, A.ll and A.12 as 
- - egquiredo 




-AJ164. 	 Torque all bolts to specified values.
 
A.17. 	Position and attach two keel beams at Yo centerline.
 
A-.18. 	Position and attach keel longerons to keel and
 




A.I9. 	Install tooling dowel pins in keel beams and
 
-lorigerons. 
A.20. 	Torque keel bolts to specified values.
 
A.21. 	Remove master alignment tools from section assembly.
 




Section 3 Assembly. (See Figure B-I View E)
 
BA.o- Position 2 floor plates on'floor 20 feet aft of
 
*:- -and in line-with Section 2 assembly
 
B. 2,- Position 3 cross beams on support blocks between 
- floor plates at 10 foot intervals. (The 2 floor 
plates at Station X01063.3 are shared by Sections
 
" ""2 and 3).
 
B.3. 	Using overhead hoist, position right hand truss
 
-	 assembly so upper longeron is in line with splice 







B.3.a 	Adjust screw jacks to align both upper and lower
 
splice plates between sections 2 and 3 and install
 
remaining bolts. (Do not torque bolts at this time).
 
B.4. 	 Position end of cross beam between horizontal
 
attach plates at three places along bottom of
 
truss assembly and bolt cross beams to truss.
 
(Do not torque bolts at this time).
 
B.5, Position and bolt right hand knee braces to truss
 
assembly and three cross beams. (Do not torque
 
-_bolts at this time).
 








2.8. 	 Attach spreader bar to longerons at aft end of
 
Section 3 as shown in Figure B-I View F.
 
B.9. 	 Repeat Steps A.9 through A.13 for Section 3.
 
B.10. 	Position master alignment tool to span joint
 
between Section 2 and 3 as shown in Figure B--

View A, Position second alignment tool at af
 
end of Section 3.
 
B.11. 	 Check alignment of shear pin holes in rails a
 
each tool. If no fit, repeat steps Ao10, A.l
 
and A.12 as required.
 




B,13. 	Torque all bolts to specified values.
 
B.14, 	Position and attach two keel beams to the
 
cross beams at Yo centerline (Figure B-2 View A).
 
B.15. 	Attach Section 3 keel longerons to keel beams
 
and check alignment of keel fitting attach holes
 
with master alignment ton1 Arrnqq qor-tion joint
 








B.l6. 	Install tooling dowel pins in keel beams ai 
longerons.
 
B.lT. 	Torque keel bolts to specified values.
 




B.19. 	 Verify alignment of rails and keel longerons fo
 
Section 2 and 3.
 
C. Section 1 Assembly. (See Figure B-2 View B)
 
C.1 	 Position 2 floor plates on floor 20 feet forward
 
of and in line with Section 2 assembly.
 
C'.2 	 Position 3 cross beams on support blocks between
 
floor plates at 10 foot intervals. (The 2 floor
 




-C.3 	 Using overhead hoist, position right-hand truss
 
assembly so upper longeron is in line with splice
 




C.4 	 Adjust screw jacks to align both upper and lower
 
splice plates between Sections 'land 2 and install
 
remaining bolts. (Do not torque bolts at this time)
 
C.5 	 Position end of cross beam between horizontal
 
attach plates at three places along bottom of
 
truss assembly and bolt cross,beams to truss.
 
(Do not torque bolts at this time).
 
C.6, 	 Position and bolt right hand knee braces to truss
 
assembly and three cross beams. (Do not torque
 
bolts at this time)0
 




















C.o 0 .	 Repeat Steps A.9 through A.13 for Section 1.
 
ColO.a 	Remove spreader bar from Section assembly.
 
C.l 	 Position master alignment tool to span joint
 
between Section I and 2 as shown in Figure B-2
 
View C. Position second alignment tool at
 
forward end of Section 1.
 
C.l2. 	Check alignment of shear pin holes in rails at
 
each tool. If no fit, repeat Steps A.10, A.ll
 
and A.12 as required.
 





C.14. 	Torque all bolts to specified values.
 
C.15 	 Position and attach two keel beams to cross
 
beams at Yo centerline.
 
C.16. 	Attach Section 1 keel longerons to keel beams
 
and check alignment of keel fitting attach
 
holes with master alignment tool across Section
 
joint at Station X.819.66.
 




C.18. 	Torque all bolts to specified values.
 
C.19. 	Remove master alignment tools from Section ± 
assembly. 
C.20. 	Verify alignment of rails and keel longerons
 
Sections 1, 2 and 3 using transit and targets
 











MS/PS/OOS Support Structure. (See Figure B-2 View D)
 
D.1 	 Position left hand welded support assembly at
 
%-Station X0 576 and YO=100 to index with upper
 




D;-2-c _Position 3.floor plates under screw jacks at
 
z:x.=,corners of support assembly. (The floor plate
 
at the forward corner -of Section 1 is shared
 
:.wi~- the support assembly).
 





D.4 	 Bblt gusset plates and vertical member of suppor
 
assemblyF t6gether at X0 576.
 
D.5 . -	 Install tooling dowel pins in gusset plates. 




D§,a -Install floor beams connecting LH & RH support 
assemblies. 
Dt-7--- Install center floor panel between support 
-- -- assemblies at Zo=419. 
D.,8- Install lower support assembly braces connectinc
 
,--..LH
and RH 	support assemblies.
 
D0 9 	 Bolt handrails to floor panels on the left and 
right support assemblies. 
X.576 Bulkhead Assembly. (See Figure B-2 View D)
 
E. 	 Using overhead hoist, position bulkhead assembl
 
on top of MS/PS support assembly with aft face
 
T-ulkhead at station Xo=576.
 
Eo2 	 Bolt lower attach angle of bulkhead to horizontal
 












E.3 	 Position and bolt 2 diagonal braces to bulkhead and
 
floor structure. (Do not torque bolts at this time).
 
E.4 	 Center bulkhead on Yo=O scribe line and align aft
 








EoSa 	 Torque bolts to specified values.
 




F. X-576 Bulkhead Assembly. (See Figure B-2 View E)
 




F.2 	 Using overhead hoist, position bulkhead assemble at
 
Station X01307 to mate with support angle (L and R
 
side) attached to aft end of Section 3 assembly and
 
bolt together. (Do not torque bolts at this time).
 
F.3 	 Center bulkhead on Yo=O scribe line and align
 




F.4 	 Bolt lower half of bulkhead to attach structure
 
on aft end on Section 3 assembly. (Do not torque
 
bolts at this time).
 




F.6 	 Torque all bolts to-specified values.
 
G. Payload Wire Tray Assembly
 
G.1 	 Install wire tray attach clips to the knee braces
 
on left and right sides of Section 1, 2 and 3
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G.2 	 Position master alignment tool at each end of
 
Section 1 assembly engaging rails and keel fitting.
 
Attach wire tray index template to alignment tool.
 
G.3 	 -.Position 20 foot sections bf iire tray assemblies
 
between attach clips on knee braces on left and
 
right side of Sections 1, -2-and 3.
 
G.4 	 Index wire tray assemblies to template at each
 
end of Section 1 and bolt in place. Also bolt
 
tray to center knee brace.,
 




:H. Payload I/F Elements
 
Install payload I/F elements as required. Include MS, PS, OOS
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'AYLOAD INTEGRATION BASELINE FUNCTIONAL FLOW 
- BLOCK -DIAGRAMS AND OPTIONS 
C.1 CONTENTS
 
ThiS_ appendix contains the detailed descriptions oi tne pay±uau
 
integration functional flow block diagrams as discribed in Section 9.0
 
of the report. A baseline and two optional flows are included for the
 
following five payloads representative of the broad payload spectrum:
 
1. solar Maximum mission
 
2o Solar Physics uecicated Miss!
 




5. Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/IUS
 
Contents include terminology used, baseline payload integration
 
efunctional flow block diagrams, and-interface checkout matrices identi­




The following terminology.and definitions apply to the data
 
presented in the figures and tables in Section 3, of this appendi:
 




Payload 	 The total complement of specific instruments,
 
space equipment and support hardware carried
 




Subsytem 	 The next functional subdivision of a system.
 
Aasaanbl= The next functional subdivision of a component
 
(two or more parts or subassemblies).
 








Space Dis n 




Acceptance Tests 	 Acceptance tests are the required formal
 
tests, conducted to demonstrate accepta­
bility of an item for delivery.
 
Block Numbers This indicates a sequential number of
 
in FFBD's a block, as shown in the Functional Flow
 




Description 	 Title identification of the blocks in the
 
FFBD's, the functions to be performed, anc
 




I/F Knowledge 	 Four different categories of interface
 




(1) 	Orbiter I/F Not Required - This
 




(2) 	Orbiter I/F Knowledge Required -
This category does not interface 
with Orbiter, but knowledge of 






























(3) 	Direct Orbiter Function Simulated ­
- In this category some of the Orbiter 
functions Are required to be simu­
lated.
 
(4) 	Direct Orbiter I/F - This category
 




Operational site location for the function 
identified as determined from the NASA payload 
data base. 
operational site location for the function
 
identified with maximum integration to be
 




Operational site location for the function
 
identified with maximum integration to be
 
accomplished at the launch site.
 
Identifies integration functions requiring
 
of IVE or GSE simulators.
 
interface functions, in mie
 
-jinterface checkout matrix tables that.
 
--ican be accomplished by standardized IVE.
 
A special facility (thermo/vac, vibration'
 




Either Site - A given function may be
 
performed at either User or Launch Site.
 
The decision where to perform the function
 
will depend on the results of a trade stud
 
of other relevant functions, showing that
 
the chosen site will not affect the operat
 
However, if the function does not depend
 
on a trade study, it can be performed at
 
the site equipped with the required GSE
 
simulators or IVE, taking into considera­
tion the effects of factors like handling,
 













Both Sites - A given function is to be
 
performed at both sites (User & Launch).
 
Final decision whether the function is
 
to be 	performed at both sites depends
 
on I/F verification philosophy such as:
 
Whether minimum checkout is performed
 
initially at User site, and maximum
 
checkout at Launch-site, or vice verse.
 
Transportation and subsequent checkout
 




Trade 	Study A study, required to determine the
 
preferable site to perform a given
 
function. Determination of site wil
 
depend on evaluation of the factors,
 
presented in the Criteria Table, such
 
as risk, cost, schedule impact, availa-­
bility of personnel and equipment, etc.
 
C.3. 	PAYLOAD INTEGRATION ANALYSIS - FUNCTIONAL FLOW BLOCK DIAGRAMS
 
AND INTERFACE CHECKOUT MATRICES
 
The FFBD's and I/F checkout matrix tables are included for the five
 
payloads identified above. These data support the discussion in Section
 
9.0 of this report. Data presented in Figures C-I through C-5 and Tables
 
-C.1 through C.5 reflect the next level definition of the payload integra­
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Figure C-l. Solar Maximum Mis,sl.on FFBD 
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Figure C-I. Solar Maximum Mission FFBD (Cont) 












FUNCT. TESTS (2) INTEGRATION (I (2) OPERATIONS (Z) SYSTEM TEST( 2 )( 3 
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Figure C-i. Solar Maximum Mission FFBD (Cont) 
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, 5, 01 	 INSPECT (1) 5.1.1 INSTALL ACCESS PANELS (1) 
5.02 	 REFURBISH AS 5.1.2 PAINT (II 

NECESSARY (I) 5.1.3 EMISSIVITY TEST (II 

5.03 	 INSTALL SOLAR 5.1.4 INSTALL IN SHIPPINQ 
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EXTERNAL EQUIP. (I) 5.1. 5 ADD ENVIRON. MONI­

TOR[NG SENSORS (I) 
5.1.6 	 !NSTALL SHlPP!NG 






# (I) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER IIF KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(41 DIRECT ORBITER I/F 
FigUre C-l. Solar Maximum Mis$10n FFBD (Cant) 
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Figure C-1. Solar MWximum Mission FFBD (Cont) 
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Figure C-I. Solar Maximum Mission FF1D (Cont) 
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wIxrD 091 ,IH. FAM117 FvA flA 
1.2 Electrical functional test. (2) User X X 
1.2.1 ant electrical functional tests (2) X X 
1.2.2 EMS electrical functional testa (2) X X 
1.2.3 EMS electrical functional tests (2) X X 
1.2.5 XP electrical functional tests (2) X X 
1.2.6 GRDelectrical functional tests (2) X X 
1.2.7 RAP electrical functional teats (2) x x a 
1.2.8 7P electrical functional teats (a) X X 
1.3 Experlment environnental tents (2) X 
1.3-1 Optical perforname (neu) (2) x x 
13.-2 Therml/Vae-thernl balance (i) I 
1.3.3 Vibration (i) X 
1.4 Fbricate experiment module structure (2) 
I I 
X 
ONB/P/L T/F barnesse. Included in 
i.4.i Fabricate electrical harnesses W1) X X SSM harnesses 
i.h.2 Assemble structural subsystem (I) X 
1.5 Assemble experiment module (1) X 
1.5.1 Attacbment Ci) X 
1.5.2 Optical alinement . (i) I X 
Q) ORT /PTIP, T M 7R D U3 
o'pJ TT 
. tujtTr
T .P TATEn 
Table C.l (Cont) . Ma 3R'2RFACE CHECKOT MATRIX 
171WlACES . utr/ 
BIWCK JXF BASELINE OnTdl IUSER OPTION 2MAUNCHSITF 091 SPECIALFAMITY AF 
NO. PPSCRIUTION UGILEME LOATION ORIENTED GTENTED "IM. TVE 
1.6 Experiment module corptibility test (2) User X 
1.6.1 Functional (2) X X X x Trade study (risk, ached., cost) 
1.6.2 Thermal/Vac () x 
1.6.3' Vibretion (i) X x 
1.6.4 Optical performance (2) X X X x Trade study (risk, ached., cost) 
2.0 Develop &verify service system oaponent. (i) User x Various sournne 
2.01 Transponders (i) X 
2.02 Processors (1) x 
2.03 Antennas (I) X 
2.04 Tape recorders () X 
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2.2.4 	 C&H module acceptance (1) X
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2.3.8 	 Preflight disconnect checkout (2) X x
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Connect modules electrically 
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Table C.1 (Cont) OHM'flITfkE CUCKWT VA D 
onto 1 OPTIOQ2 IPMIAL 
*IC,I/F BASELINE tJSfl LAU I srT 99 FAChlITy 1iFAPX1 
TUAZMnE LaATIW 0UENTED Ol0RnPED qIM. lYE Y 
Configure for flight (1) Users X x itber site (trde study) 
Refuribh (1) x , x 
Insta.l solar panels & external equipaeut () x xIX 
Closout. package &ship to launch site ( ) x 
Instafl access panels ( ) x _ 
paint (1) x 
EImisivty tests (i) 1 X 
Insal ____4 hin__na, _, 
Add eriroment onitoring sensorsm () X 
Install shipping support equiptment (i X 
Ship Wl X 
SM*4arrival at launch site (I) launch St. X 
Transfer to receivinm facility (1 - X I 
Perform receiving inspection operations (I) X 
Perform individual expermlent checkout 1) X X X Post shipping 
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uv gappetorraph checkout 1i) x x x 
Extreme UY spectrometer checkout 
a U CTV- TFIC 'I~'TRF 
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Thermistor instrumentation checkout 
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Attitude control system checkout 
Fit support c/o monitoring unit checkout 
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. (I l Oppints e/F tiar iXlIeR(F2 rTF Orbiter sTiaIreqre 
Table C.l (Coot) BMWDITEIACE CH OW MATMI[ 
I . 









Perfr.m tear dam. oiaentions 
Recmve from slnulators 
Secure Integation facility 



































User site coulA be ued if 
simJulato i, available 
orbiter 
10.0 erform weigt & balance operations (1) xx Specialized facilit, required 
11.0 Transfer to OP (1) x 
11.1 
21.2 
Tnstafl cargo in orbiter 








Plugs out continuity check 
Connect electrical cables &verify 











Verify an aeaia1attachments 
Payload bay final closeout 









Inutall pyrotehnic devices 
Replace flight covers & caps 
NOTOPITED R'rRFD 







D OP I 
PIlT" OPPITER i/F 
BIXYK 
NO. 






















opentions (4) x 
x~ 
OE~rrEP I/F KnOCJTEfrF HR)'JtP." rTfl'X',T OPP17EP I/F 
L UBYTE.2 SUBS I0TEM _.3 SUBSYSTEM L.4 SUBSYSTEM 
EXPERIMENT DEVELOPA. EXPERMENT" EXPERIMENT PREPARE & 
CCEPTANCEX FUNCTIONAL TRANSFER TO 






100 CM PHOTOHELIOGRAPH (2) 
UV SPECTROGRAPH (2) 
-EXTREME UV SPECTROHEIZOMETER (2) 
L 2.1 jHRU L 2.17 
EXPERIMENTS (LI) ARE 
ACCEPTANCE TESTED (1). 
1. 3.1 THROUGH 1. 3.17 















SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE/SPECTROGRAPH (2) 
SOFT X-RAY SPECTROMETER/SPECTROHELIOGRAPH(2) 
GRID-COLLIMATOR ACQUISITION PHOTOMETER (2) 
HARD X-RAY IMAGING (2)
X-RAY CONTINUUM SPECTOMETRY (2) . 
X-RAY BURST DETECTOR (2) 
X-RAY/GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER (2)
GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER (2) 
SOLAR X-RAY POLARIMETER (2) 
3. 0 SUBSYSTEM 
RECEIVE PALLET 
& EXPERIMENTjIGLOO (1) 
RETURN OF POST 
FLIGHT HARDWARE 
3.1 SUBSYSTEM 3. 2 SUBSYSTEM "F-
REUBSHL1P ER&PALLET & IGLOO TRANSFER TO 
(1) USER FACILITY (1) 
3.1.1 SERVICE COOLING LOOPS (1) 





BRAGG REFLECTION CRYSTAL POLARIMETER (2)
SOLAR NEUTRON EXPERIMENT (2) 





REMOVE ALL HARNESSES (1) 
INSPECT & REPAIR APPLICABLE 
o 
a. 




REMOVE NON APPLICABLE BRACKETS (1)
EXAMINE MATING SURFACES (1) 
3.1.7 PAINT (1) 
3.1.8 EMISSIVITY TEST (1) 
2.0 SUBSYSTEM 2.2 SUnaBSYSTEMYTE 
SUPPORT EQUIP. DEVELOP & SUPPORT *SUPPORT 
BUILDUP VERIFY SUPPORT 
.'-EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT TRANSFER TO 
EQUIPMENT (2) ACCEPTANCE (1) FUNCT. TEST (2) USER FACILITY (1) 
2.1 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (2) 2. 2.1 THROUGH 2. 2. 5 2.3.1 THRU 2.3. 5 
.1.1 
2.1.2 
2. L 3 
2.1.4 
2.1).5 
CONTROL & DISPLAY ASSEMBLY (2) 
CONTROL & DISPLAY ELECTRONICS (2) 
TAPE RECORDER AND MAGAZINE (2) 
HYDROGEN ALPHA MONITOR (2) 
PURGE GAS SUBSYSTEM (2) 
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS 
(2. 1) ARE ACCEPTANCE 
TESTED (1) 
SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS 
(2. 1) ARE INDIVIDUALLY 
CHECKED OUT (2) 
Figure C-2 Solar Phys i.cs Ddicated Mission rFBD 
L 5 SUBSYSTEM L.6 SUBSYSTEM 
A f ANTS RECEIVE &l TRANSFER TO 
/INSPECT ASSEMBLY & CO 
(1) FACILITY (1i1 
" 5.1 INSPECT FOR DAMAGE (1) 
".5. 2 CHECK ENVERON. MONITORS (1) 
1.5.3 CHECK ENVIRON. PROTECTION ENCLOSURES (1) 
L 5. 4 REVIEW DOCUMENTATION (1) 
3.3 SUBSYSTEM 3.4 SUBSYSTEM .SUBSYSTEM 3.7 SUBSYSTEM 
PALLET & 




EXPERIMENT' FACILITY (I SUPPORT IGLOO IN PALLET 
IGLO l OO (1) ________ 
3.3.1 CHECK ID & DAMAGE (1) 3.7.1 HARNESS 
3.3. 2 REVIEW HISTORY (1)
-3.13 
3. 7Z2 POWER LINESCOOLING LINES 
3.6 SUBSYSTEM 4. 0 SUBSYSTEM 
CONFIGURE IGLOO COMPLETE ASSY 
STRUCTURE FOR OF EXPERIMENT 
SUPPORT EQUIP. - SUPPORT IGLOO
~(1)- (1-4 
3.6. 1 INSTALL BRACKETS (1) 
3.6.2 INSTALL EQUIP PLATFORMS (1) 
3.6.3 INSTALL PRESS LINES (1) 
3.6.4 LEAK CHECK (1) 
25 SUBSYSTEM Zo26 SUBSYSE 2.8 SUBSYSTEM
-SUPPORT T7 EEXI EMENT 
RECEIVE TRANSFER TO 
IGLOO EQUIPMENT&EQUIPMENT &INSPECT ASSY & CO (1) FACILITY (1) (PRESSURIZED) (1) 
2.5.1 INSPECT FOR DAMAGE (1) 2.8.1 CONTROL& DISPLAY
 
2. 5. 2 CHECK ENVIRON. MONITORS (I) . ELECTRONICS (1)
 
2, 5.3 CHECK ENVIRON. PROTECTION ENCLOSURES (1) 2. 8. 2 CONTROL & DISPLAY ASSEMBLY (1)
 






2.7.1 HYDROGEN ALPHA MONITOR (1) 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cont) 27. 2 PURGE GAS SUBSYSTEM (1) 

















5.1 INSTALL PLATFORMS & BRACKETS (1) 
5. 2 INSTALL GIMBAL MOUNTS (I) 
5. 3 INSTALL MECH. & ELECT. CONNECT PANELS (2) 
5.4 INSTALL PURGE MANIFOLDS (1) 





6. 2 SU1SYSTEM 
INSTALL SUPPORT 
EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENTUIALN 
PALLET (1) IGLOO ON PALLET 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cont)
 
6. 5 GSE 
GSE &SIMULATORS 
CHECKOUT (1) 
6.5.1 	 CHECK SIMULATORS/GSE/FACILITY 
INTERFACES (I)
6.5.2 	 PERFORM TEST READINESS 
CHECKOUT (I) 
6.3 SUBSYSTEM 	 6.4 SUBSYSTEM 
VERIFY INTEGRITY 	 INTERFACE 
OF INDIVIDUAL 	 CONNECTION 
ASSEMBLIES (VERIFICATION 
6.3.1 	 ELECT. BONDING CHECK (1) 6.4.1 MATE & CHECK I/F CONNECTORS (I) 
6. 3. 2 	 MECH. ALIGNMENT CHECK (1) 6. 4. Z CONNECT FLUID LINE IfF FITTINGS & LEAK CHECK (1)
6.3.3 	 PLUGS OUT CONTINUITY (1) 6.4. 3 CHECK END TO END CONTINUITY OF CABLING (1) 
6.4.4 END TO END LEAK CHECK OF FLUID SYSTEMS (1) 
7.O SUBSYSTEM 
MATE FLIGHT CD 
EQUIPMENT WITH 
GSE/SIMULATORS (1) 
7.1 SUPPORT IGLOO (1)
7.2 P/L STATION.EQUIP. (1) 
7.3 PALLET & EXPERIMENTS (I) 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Conti 




DURING OPERATION OF 
EXPERIMENTS.& FLIGHT 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
8SUBSYSTEM 9.0a SUBSYSTEM 	 10.0 SUBSYSTEM 140 PAYLOAD
REOWER POWER-UP 	 ,
RETER 	 OINTERFACE INDIVIDUAL INTEGRATED 
INERFACE IERFACE 	 EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENT 
TESTS (1) TESTS (2) 	 VERIFICATION (2) TESTS (2) (3) 
8.1 VERIFY MECH ATTACHMENTS (1) .9.1 POWER-UP ELECT SUBSYSTEM . 10.1 DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM 111 MISSION SIMULATION8. 2 	 VERIFY ELECT CONTINUITY (1) INDIVIDUALLY (1) OPERATION (2) TEST WITH EXPERIMENTS 
8.3 	 LEAKAGE CHECK (1) 9.2 DETERMINE POWER 10.2 VERIFY CONTROLS & DISPLAYS (2) OPERATING (3)
8.4 	 BUS ISOLATION CHECK (1) 1 DISTRIBUTION (2) 10.3 OPERATION OF EXPERIMENT 11.2 INTEGRATED EXPERIMENT 
8.5 	 CHECK FLOW THRU COOLANT 9.3 VERIFY CAUTION AND WARNING SENSORS (2) DEPLOYMENT (2)
LOOPS (1) INDICATORS (2) 10.4 OPERATION OF CONTROL & DISPLAY 
8.6 	 CHECK PREPOWER SWITCH 9.4 POWER-UP CONTROL CONSOLE (1) ELECTRONICS (2)
POSITIONS (1) 9.5 POWER-UP COMPUTER FACILITY (1) 10.5 VERIFY ALL FLIGHT SUPPORT 
9.6 	 VERIFY FACILITY READY FOR DATA EQUIPMENT OPERATING (2)
PROCESSING (1) 
9.7 	 VERIFY AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 
OPERATIONS (1) 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cont) 
14. PAYLOAD 
SECURE GSE & 
SIMULATORS (1) SYSTM IGLOO 
18.0 SUBSYSTEM 
RRIAL AT 




DISCONNECT GSE (I) 
DISCONNECT & CAP COOLANT LINES 












15.1 EXAMINE EXPERIMENTS/PALLET/ 
EXPERIMENT IGLOO (1) 
15. Z CLEAN & REPAIR AS NECESSARY (1) 
15.3 LOAD NON-HAZARDOUS SUPPLIES (1) 
16.0 PAYLOAD 17O PAYLOAD 
CLOSEOUT PPALLET/EXPER/ 
2A K G ....... P T TLT SUPPORT EQUIP
PAECKAGE & SHIP XGLOO R LNT EUI 
TO'LAUNCH SITE (IARRIVAL AT LAUNCH 
i ISITE 1 
16.1 CLOSEOUT & SEAL EXPERIMENTS (1) 
16.2 PAINT AS REQUIRED' (1) 
16.3 EMISSIVITY TEST (1) 
16.4 INSTALL TRANSPORTATION SERVICING EQUIPMENT (1) 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cont) 
18.1 SUBSYSTEM 18. 2 SUBSYSTEM 18.3 SUBSYSTEM 
TRANSFER TO PERFORM TRANSFER TO 
RECEIVING RECEIVING INTEGRATION 
FACILITY (1) INSPECT OPS (I) FACILITY (1) 
19. 0 PAYLOAD, 19.k. PAYLOAD 
PERFORMk 'INTERFACE ' 
MATING VERIFICATION 
OPERATIONS a(1 
(J 19.1.1 END TO END ELECT CONTINUITY CHECK (1) 
17 ALAD 17.2 PAYLOAD 17.3 PAYLOAD 19.1. 219.1.3 VERIFY ALIGNMENT fl)INTERFACE CONTINUITY CHECK (1' 
TRANSFER TORECEIVING PERFORMRECEIVING TRANSFER TO INTEGRATION 19.1.4 LEAK CHECK FLUID LINES (1) 
FACILITY (1) INSPECT OPS (1) FACILITY, , 1 
INSPECT FOR ID & 
DAMAGE 20. 0 GSE 
PREPARE ,' ,"I . ... 
PAYLOAD I/F 
GSE I 
20.1 MOVE TO INTEGRATION 
FACILITY (1) 




CONNECT FACILITY FLUID LINES (1)
CONNECT FACILITY ELECT HARNESSES (1) 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cont) 
22.0 PAYLOAD 22.1 PAYLOAD 	 22. a PAYLOAD 23.0 PAYLOAD 
MATE PAYLOAD PREPOWER POWER-UP DATA REVIEW 
& 11F OSE INTERFACE FUNCTIONAL 
(2) VERIFICATION (2) 	 CHECKOT (2) (3)(2) 
22.1.1 	 VERIFY PAYLOAD/GSE MECH, 22. 2.1 MONITOR BUS VOLTAGES & CURRENT (2) 
ELECT & FLUID INTERFACES (1) 22. 2. 2 MONITOR COOLANT FLOW (z) 
21. 0 GSE 	 22.1. 2 PERFORM BUS ISOLATION 22. 2. 3 CHECK POWER DISTRIBUTION (2)G TESTS (1) 22.2.4 INITIATE COMPUTER SELF-CHECKS (1) 
VERIFY OPERATIONL 22.1.3 CONDUCT PREPOWER SWITCH 22.2. 5 CONDUCT COMMAND & CONTROL TEST (2) 
OF PAYLOAD/GSE LIST (2) 22. 2.6 EVALUATE COMPUTER PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (2) 
I/F (Z) 22.1.4 CHECK OPERATION OF ALL 22. 2.7 FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT OF SUPPORT SYSTEMS & 
I 	 C&W (2) EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT INTERFACES (3) 
21.1 	 FUEL CELL/POWER DISTRIBUTION SIMULATION 22.2.8 EVALUATE MANUAL EMERGENCY BACKUP MODES (3) 
21. 2 ORBITER SIGNAL SIMULATION (2) 
21.3 	 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST STATION EQUIPMENT 
OPERATIONS (2) 
21.4 	 VERIFY UMBILICAL INTERFACES 
21. 5 	 VERIFY OPERATION OF DATA MANAGEMENT 
SUBSYSTEMS (2) 
2L 6 VERIFY OPERATION OF COMPUTER PERIPHERAL 
EQUIPMENT (1) 
21.7 VERIFY OPERATION OF OPERATOR CONSOLE (1) 












25.1 LOAD NON-HAZARDOUS SUPPLIES (1) 
25. 2 I14STALL ACCESS PANELS & COVER PLATES (1) 
25. A TOUCH UP PAINT (1) 
25.4 EMISSIVITY TEST (1) 
Figure C-2 
RM &DEMATE 1FROM 
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK 24. 0 
27. 0 CARGO 
PRESSURE WEIGHT & 


















30.1 CARGO 31.0 CARGO 32.0 CARGO 
INSTALL CARGO ORBITER/CARGO ORBITERI FAC 
IN ORBITER V-IERFCE AVIONICS 
PAYLOAD BAY (4) TEST (4) TEST (4) 
31.1 PLUGS OUT ELECT CONTINUITY (1)- 32.1 VERIFY COMPATIBILITY OF EXPERIME 
31. 2 CONNECT & VERIFY UMBILICALS & AVIONICS WITH SHUTTLE SUPPORT 
FLUID LINES (4) AVIONICS (4) 
31. 3 INSTALL & VERIFY MECHANICAL LATCHES 
RETENTION DEVICES (4) 





29.1 INSPECT INTERFACE CONNECTORS (2) 
29. 2 SERVICE WITH NON.HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (1) 
29. 3 INSTALL FLIGHT BATTERIES & CHARGERS (1) 
Pigure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cont) 
33.0 CARGO 34.0 CARGO 35.0 CARGO 36.0 CARGO 
EMC/RFI - CLOSEOUT OF READY FOR LAUNCH 
TEST PAYLOAD BAY LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
(4) (4) OPERATIONS (4) (4) 
Figure C-2 Solar Physics Dedicated Mission FFBD (Cant) 
Table c szolar Physics Ddic t d *Seion nterface Checkout Matrix 
flSRA0Y GH'XCWTv/TEST 
oFItc, 1 OPTION 2 SPCIAL 
BLM* I/F EHAS IE USER IAUNCH81TACI GIMLY RFNAW n 
NO. PFWICI CH KNOWLEDGE LOCATION ORIENTlE'D OMINTED 11M. EVE 
1.0 Develop & verify experirents (2) User X Various sonrmen 
1.1 1xprlnentt 2 _ _______________ 
1.1.1 100 ca'pbotOheliogph (2) x 
1.1.2 UVspectrograph (2) X 
1.1.3 Extree V sectro belioneter (2) 
1.1. Spectro.ter/spectro heliograph (2), I 
1.1.5 Sort X-Ray telescone/aoectrogrtph (2P __I ____ 
1.1.6 Soft X-Ray spectrogeter/speetro heliograph (2) X 
1.1.7 Grid collirtor acquisition photooeter (2) X 
1.1.8 Bard X-Ray IRaing- (L x 
1.1.9 X-Ray continuu, spectroetry (2) x 
1.1.10 X-Ray burst detector 2 X 
1.1.11 X-Ry/gm ry sapectreter (2) 1 
1.1.12 Gamn ray spectrooeter (2) X 
1.1.13 Solar X-Ray polarimeter (a) X 
1.1.1 Bragg reflection crystal polarimeter (2) -
1.115 . Solar netron exerinent () - X, 
1.1.L6 High eneru g, ray & neutron detector , (x) X .... 
1.1.17 Externally occulted coronagaph (2) XI 
Fnc' rj- rTMULATEf 
05O1W? /a' ICIGO-!IlF fl'JTfQ,, DIRWT OPPITER I/F 
























1.2.1 t 1.2.1 e rients, saw 
acceptance tested 
am in (1.1 are (i1) X 
1., 
1.3.1 thr 
Experiment functional tests 
gh 1.3.17 experiments, saw as 
individually checked out 











Prepare & transfer to User facility 
Recccirc & inspect 
Inspect for damage 
Check environmental monitors 






















Develop & verify support equipment 
Support equipment 







2.1.2 Control &display electronics 
a2.1.e recorder & aine 
*'U OnIT'P T/F DIOTRHQ'MRFD 









Table C.2 Solar Plyics Dadicated Mission Interfaco'checkout Matrix (Cont) 
CKWCLCr/TEST111MACHS 
OPTON I ' OPTION 2 9PFCIAL 
BLOCK a BASELINE USER LAUNC'H G92 FACILIW P4AVV.I/F SITF 
NO. PFZCRTPPICf ENOWLEfGE - LOCATION ORIENTED OlTE D IM. * 1V 
.z .. X 	 o AItba sonitor (2)phn 	 User­
2.1.5 Purge gas subsystem 	 (2) I
 
.2 s 	 ort eu ent ecetence (1)i 




2.3 Support equipment functional test (2) X 	 X
 
2.3.1 	thri 2.3.5 support aubsystems, same as in (2.1) (2) X X
 
are individually checked out
 
2.4 Prepare and transfer to User facility i) 	 X
 
2.5 Receive & inspect 	 (I) X
 
2.5.1 Inspect for damage 	 (1)i X
 
2.5.2 Check enviromrental monitors 	 (i) X
 
2.5.3 Check environmental protection enclosures (1) 	 X
 
2.5.4 Review documentation 	 (1) X
 
2.6, Transfer to assembly and checkout facility (I) 	 X
 
Pallet mounted 	 supoort eauioent(unpreasurized . (I) X
2. 7 
2.7.1 Hydrogen Alpha monitor 	 (1) X
 
(ipment "
2.7.2 Purgae m subsystem 	 41) X 
2..3 Pylced station equipment (I) X
 
( ) aW.? OPPIThP I/P0 opsrrrn P 1C1041.PETfl RW'JTFVfl 
Table C.2 Soar Physics Dedicated Mission Interface Checkout Matrix (Coat) 
InSACwn 	 C pXCC /ThST 
SOFTdON 1 OPTION 2 PF)IAL 
BIOCK * yIF BASELINE UsR LAUKfflSIn GS SAT 
NO. PrsRITIH iWL E LOCATION ORIENTED ORIETED tIm. IVE 
P'yrntnent eapp en.' 4 (pressurized) 	 User Iment 	 W 
2.8.1 	 Control &display electronics (1) X
 
2.8.2 	 Control &display asembly (1) I
 
2,8,1 	 Tape recorder and MaM21ne i) I
 
1.0 	 Receive allet &experimet igloo (i) . 
(retun of poet flight hardware) 
3.1 	 Refurbish pallet & igloo (i) 
3.1.1 	 Service cooling loops (i) I
 
3.1.2 	 Functional check of power conditioning equip. (1) I
 
F.1e .11 	 harnessesf WJLmove .. ­
3.1.4 	 Inspect & repair applicable harnesses (1) ­
3.1.5 	 Remove non applicable brackets () I
 
g.1.6 	 Examine vsting surfaces i X
 
m.. 	 (1)IFint 
3.1.8 	 Eminsivity test () X
 
3.2 Prepare &transfer to User facility () X
 
j,. Receive & inmacct (1) 1
 
Check ID & damage () X
 
iEO'JTFORITEF T/F I ,ODED , ,D (* DNc7rONI"'T.ATEn
 ()OPBITEP IF ICTZEF REnTJTFE h 	 (15 Pr.T OPPITEP I/F 
hb&* 0.2 SIc "hyiica DaWic.d Niswion Thtex1400 Checkouj NAtrix (Cqntb 
BI, .K * I/F DrfEBqSnItE CMUSER 1 0PfIE 2LAUNCH sIT asp, 9PYCIALA MX. MT P W4A]l 
NO. - PPSMR3ION UOWLEMfE LOCATION UE O RMTED I?. IVE 
levity history 1).. t5e x 
3.h Trannfer to assembly &checkout filit (i) X 
", Remove eroertrt suport I.I. X 
1.6 Confitur i loo strture for support equip. -iX 
3.6.1 Inetall brackets (1) I ---­
3.6.:? Instafl equpent platform (i __ 
.3.L.. Tr stltl nrjhsn,, l~nesff..________________ 
3.6.4 Leak check (I) x 
3.7 Intall bals equiprent in pallet (i) 
.2LL... Harnesmes (i __ 
3.T.2 Purge lines I 
3L7".3 CooRli..lix 
4.o- Complete assembly of experiment support il.oo (1) x 
- 6fbdifr pallet to flisdbt configurtion -(2) - __________ _____ ________________ 
5i Intall platfor m end brackets (i) X 
5 In.tall ,ech. L electr. connect panels 




opOPUTE pi/F KiaflHfl3F RMJTPrfl TRWV OPPITER I/PQ 
Table C.2 Solar Physics Dedic ted Mission Interface Checkout Matrix (Cont) 
wACI~M KeCO(r/TEST 














'5.4 Install pure manifolds (1) User x 
5.5 Install IfL coolant loop. (I) X 
6.0 Intll excrignts on nallet (I) 
6.1 Install expenment Igloo on pllet (i) X 
6.2 Install support equirment (I) X 
6.3 Verify integrity of individual assemblies (1) X 
6.3.1 Electrical bonding check (i) X 
6.3.2 cha1ical alignment check (i) x 
6.3.3 Plugs cut continuity (1) X 
6.4 Interface connection & verification i) -
6.4.i hte &cheek interface connectors W X 
6.h.2 Connect fluid line I/F fittings & leak check (i) X 
6.4-.3 Check end to end continuity of cabling . (i) x 
6.4.4 lnd to end leak check of fluid systems (1) 1 1 
6.5 GE & simulators checkout (i) xX I I Trade study 
6.5.1 Check ,imutorn/SE/pcilitY interfaces x1X 
6.s.a Perform test readiness checkout X x1_I I X 
FVICTO0I MITIMULATEn 
Q_P Fl/r flTETEP H3)TJTPE" Q IRWT OTPITER I/F 
UKle C.2 Solar Physics Dedicated Miami=. XnterfaCe CheckOot ~ni n (Caat 
YIrflwcn CKflCO.7/TVS2 
*IMMI/F BASELINE 
-v N I 
USER 
Orriay a 
LAUNl S1F G1., 
SPflIAL 
?Ae'.IITY RwPY 
NO. nanxflW.lGIE LnwnTImr ORIENTED GRIlED 11IM." IVE 
T.0 ?te flight equimnt vitb GSE/.imulatorn 1 Usei X x X Trade tudy 
7.1 support igloo () x Ix x 
7.2 Paylond eation equipment (i) x x xK 
7.3 Nllet & experiments i) x 
8.o Pe-pavr interface verlficaton tents (i) X 
8.1 Verify mechanical attachments (1) X 
8.2 Veri f y electrical continuity W X K xX 
8.3 TIAaage ebeek (i) X x X 
a 8.4 Bus isolation check (i) X xI 
8.5 Check flow through Coolant Iomp. (1) 1 X X X X 
8.6 Check pre-power m eitchPositIC" W ,X x x x 
9.0 Power-up interface verification tests' (2) XI X X X 
9.1 Pover-up elect. subsystems individually 4i - .(1) X i Xx x 
9.2 Determine power distribution (2) X . xX x 
9o3 Verify Caution & varning Indicators (2) X x x 
9.2. Pwer-up control Console (1 - x x ____ ___________ 
9.5 Power-up computer facility (1) x X. x 
UlQ 01ITEP TIP NOT !i'MURFD OPRITEP I/F iUO4LElFP HDI'JTPE" Q fIML'TATEn TRWPVTOPPIPER I/P 
T.ble C.2 Soir Phvzi. Dedicated Miesion Xnterfc dbeckout Mirix i(Cnt) 
rt~rFAOVSCrMcrAM/TPST 






Verify facility ready for data Proceseing 


























!idividual experiment verification 
Deployment mechani m operation 
Verify controls &displays 
Operation of experiment sensors 
O0nhrnt4nn nf nmt"I~X. dienIhy elctonc 

































e~sion aim. test wih experiments Operating 











_ Both sites: trade stud 
operation of experiments & flight support 
13.0 Data reyiew & retest, If required 
* ( ORiTnP TI/F NOP RDQIRED 
C) OpBFlTP I/F K'l 4,lvF RMUTFvP 
(i) _I X 
n AA'rE 











* I/F BASELINE USEt 
U hOWLEMELWATICI ORIETED 
(i) User X 
fl x 
OpTiOe 2 















Disconnect & osp ocoolnt lines 









1.0 post-teat e Maiktion xx 
1 .. 
15.3 
Clean & reemir, aS nev.prv 










Closeout, package & Ship to lamunch Site 
IClseout & sc.l experiments 
Faint as required 
tetx...IL.. 











Transfer to reeiving facility 
erfon receiving inpection operationS 
* ORBIEP I/F liar Hm'JIRFD 




























1.ns set to 4ntenion facility fI) tneh . . . . . . 
18.0 Fefurbished support system igloo arrival 





Trnmfr to recet rinz facility 
Perform receiving inspection operations 













erfort mating operations 
Xnterface verification 
End to end electrical continuity 
Verift n 4,,.n..t 
Interface continuity check 





















Prepare payload interface GE 
Move to integration facility 















ozrs /F110 IE4UIREDOPBITEP /F U 
ORBITEP I/FriY,1,MF RM30FMP 
U3TRTAE 
I MTMO MATE 





Table C.2 Slol Physics Dedicate Missio In~trft Checkout Matrix (Cnt) 
BPT*un I OPION 2 'SMfIAL 
BLOCK 










1M4. WIVE RflATxfl 
20.4 Connect facility electrical arness (1) launch *tte X X x x Eitber site 
21.0 Verify overstion of payload/OSE interface (2) - xX xI 
21.1 Fuel Cecu/power distribution simulation (2), X X .X .. X 
21.2 Orbiter signal simulstion (2) X X x 
21.g Itylod suecialist station equpunent operation (2) X X X 
21.4 Verify nbil1oal interfaces (2) - I x X 
21.5 Verify oper. of data nagenent subsystens (2) 1 X x 
21.6 Verify oer. of cmputer eri h. 'euipment 1i I I x J -
21.7 Verify opertIon of orentor conoole - x1 I X X 
22.0 ?te payload & interface USE (2) X X X X Either site; trade study 
22.1 Pre-pocer interface verification (2) X I X I 
22,31 Verify mvld/UBE iech., eplect. & fluid I/F (ijW .I 
22.1.2 Perform bus isolation teats () X x X X 
22.1. Conduct pre-poer oitch list 2 X xI X X 
2. 4 Check operation of all caution &va-i-i - X x2)I X 
22.2 Power-up functional checkout (2),(3) X X x 
22.2.1 1knitor bus volt.as current .2L x x x x 
22.2.2 Kmnitor coolant fbi - .J L I IC IC I ____ _____________ 
L q ehnkmtb t~.(2) x x x X 
• l ORBITTFP T/F H'OTRMU'!FD U ,;D.A I 
or MP F/ ;rTCFM'ThIRT OPPIMATEn*-(.9N 
OP rrEP I/P naminnr, n D~ipmn DIRT.,? OPPIThFR I/FQ Q 







Tritlate enater *elf-ebeks' 
Conduct ca t & control teat 





























Vither site; trade stud 
22.2.8 
experiment equipment interfaces 
Evalumte manml emrm=eY backup modes (3) X X ! 
12 " Af~I...ZL... t -­ -( ........... ___)______ Trade study. see 22.2 
24.0 Remove erd secure nterface USE IC X X X 
25.1LL...... 
25.2 
d nom-hazardo,, sunolies 
instal- access nnels & coier plates W 
- - C 
X 
_________ ___________________ 
AL...4 .Eflfssvity test ~.. 
6. Pressure decay rphk check 
* 9 flITEP Tip NOT RM'INRED 
O9 I/n TQ 




~ r tLtn 
IR'rT" PPTIATEn 
DIR--r.T 0PPITER I/F 
Mimion Interfc Checkout Matrxix (coat).Table'C.2 Solaj1 pbysICS Dedicated 
,OnTJO 1I CR102 SPOEIAL m~;.Blt.K OIF BASELINE USER LAURCH 0m Gq FCILT 
KOWLGE LOCATION OMIEN7I ORIENTED '14. IyEDP TSIfI 
trn1 ,+.h z .nlr test(1) L aunch site X x
 
I !
Transfer to OF (1) X 
NO. 
2q.0 P are cargo for rating vith orbiter (2) X
 
291 Tkaycat interface connectors 2 - X
 
29.2 Service rdtb non-htardous iterlals (I) X
 
X39,q Tnt.all flidbt batteries and chargers (1) 
30. (41
yhst&I1 ray'cn& control &sur.ort enub.-in fl . X
 
X30.1 Insafl cargo in orbiter paylocd bay (]4) 
I eee 'tentntnut (4) X
hi. 
Pl,,cs oct ele.ctricatl co nu~~itr (I)____ I 





i1. ynotel l & veify mch. latches & retention de (4) X
 
a 01 1/F 1 nRIIED L1ATCIThP IW1 

oplrTrEP I/F rTCU.Efl HM3,JTPI D2R)
r.9,rr OPPITEP I/F 
Tabl. C.2 SolaX' Pby.ic. Dedicateci Mi..ion lnterfac$ Checkout Matrix (Cant) 
n"l'BRFA<ml c:ro"''!L=UI""""," 
I "!'E!."" 1 OPl'Itl'I 2 BI,Clr.K • IIF llAllELIlfE US"" LAUltCR 8m G~v, CJPRCIAL 
NO. I'P:SCRIPrIQf K1ftwLEJXlE LreATlOO ORIEllTED OIltElfl'ED "lIM. IVE FAClliI'I'Y RPMAP.Y.n 
"'.n n., .... 14' ._, x 
,. ~, Ver1~,,~~t1b1l1t;y at eXpClr1meDt arionics 14' y 
-
33.0 ElClRn test (41 X 
,4.0 Closeout or payload bay (4) X 
,.~n ., -" ... ,. ' ., 141 X 
%.0 Iauneh Ooerat1ons 141 X 
*(j ORl\I1'BP rlF UOT R~!IIRFD <.;J ~~;::;~~~"1~i;:n.'T.ATE" 
G OP13ITEP tlF K"1C1~r,EOOF R3"l'JTFP,P 0 nIS1r.T OPPITER IfF 
L 	 COMPONENT 5.0 COMPONENT 
RACKS & RECEIVE RACKS &
 
RACK SETS RACK SETS
 
Li STRUCTURE (2) 5.1 INSPECT FOR SHIPPING 9. 0 SUBSYSTEM 9.) SUBSYSTEM A9 USSE
 
L 2 MOUNTING BRACKETS (1) DAMAGE (1) MATE RACKS & -VALIDATE EXPER /L TRANSFER TO
INTE G ATION S TE L 3 	CABLES () EXPERIENTS ( RACKINERACE (, - I 
1.3 CALES((1 
2.0 COMPONENT 6.0 COMPONENT 9.1.1 CONTINUITYOF ELECT 
RACK R:sECEIVE RACK CONNECTIONS (1)
EXPERIMENTS & EXPERIMENTS & 9.1.2 LEAK CHECK FLUID 
SUPPORT (1) SUPPORT CONNECTIONS (1)EQUIPMENT 	 EQUIPMENT (1)9.1.3 ALIGNMENT CHECK (1) 










& SUPPORT (1) SUPPORT 1
 
EQUIPMENT ( 	 EQUIPMENT" (1) 
7.1 	 INSPECT FOR SHIPPING 10.0 SIMSYSTEM 10.1 SUBSYSTEM 10. 2 SUBSYSTEM 
DAMAGE 	(1) MATE PALLET & VALIDATE - TRANSFER TO 
EXPERIMENTS 'XELENT/ INTEGRA4TION SITE 
(1) PALLET (1) 	 ()
INTERFACE ()(1 
4.0 	COMPONENT 8.0 COMPONENT 10. 1.1 CONTINUITY OF ELECT
 
RECEIVE PALLET CONNECTIONS (1)

PALLET 	 EE10.1.32 LEAK CHECK FLUID
 
CONNECTIONS (1)
(Z)(I)10.1.3 	 ALIGNMENT CHECK (1) 
4.1 STRUCTURE (2) 	 8.1 INSPECT FOR SHIPPING 
4.2 	MOUNTING BRACKETS (1) DAMAGE (1) 
4.3 CABLES (1) 
I(1) ORBITER I/A NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIREDFigure C-3 Module with Pallet (Spacelab) (3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIERCT ORBITER I/P 




qTENS/ I RECEIVE & INSPECT AFT BULKHEAD 
13. 0 GSE 15.0 SUBSYSTEM 17.0 SUBSYSTEM 18.0 SUBSYSTEMS 20. 0 PAYLOAD 
PREPARE INSTALL RACKS* INSTALL AFT PREINTEGRATION PERFORM 
ASSEMBLY STAND PALLETS EXPERI-MENTS IN ASSY (1)(1 STANDVALIDAE & 
BULKHEAD IN ASSYSTAND (1) OF INDIVIDUALEXPERIMENTS (11( 
RIICATINREQUIREMENTS& V (1) 
15.1 PLUGS OUTCONTINUITY 
15. Z MATE CONNECTORS & 





15.3 LEAK CHECK FLUID 
17.2 VERIFY ELECT 
CONTINUITY AT 
FITTINGS (1) 1 BULKHEAD _ . 
1z.0o SUBSYSTEM CONNECTORS (1) 19,0 GSE 21.0 GSE 
RECEIVE & INSPECT ITGRATICN TEST INTEGRATION TEST 
EXPERDENT/ GSE PREPARATION E CHECKOUT 
PALLET (1) (1) 
19.1 ORBITER SIMULATION SET (1) 21.1 COOLANT LOOP 




AUXILIARY GSE (1) 
(1) 21.2 
21.321.4 
BUS ISOLATION TEST (,) 
SWITCH POSITION C/O (IPOWER DISTRIBUTION (1) 
FROM RECEIVE & INSPECT 
5LOCK 9 ADDITIONAL RACK 
SETS & FLOOR'S (1) 
S(I) ORBITER I/f NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED . Figure C-3 Module with Pallet. (Cont) 






TEST SITE (1) 
23.TE PAYLOAD SINTEGRATION TEST 
GSE (1) 
PRFOR-GSE-PIL INTERFACE 






COMPUTER (1)SEGMENT OF GEE 
INSTALL PS 
PANELS IN GEE 
. PALLET INTERFACES (1) 
W.2 CHECKFLOWCONTROLTHRU 
COOLANT LOOPS (1) 
28.2 DETERMINE POWER DISTIRUIBTION (2) 
20.3 VERIFYOCSWCIRCUITRY (2)
28.4 PERFORM COMPUTER & 
INSTRUMENTATION SELF-CHECKS (2)28.5 VERIFY D -AANAGEMENT 
SUBSYSTE COMMAND & CONTROL (2)28.6 VERIFY OFERATION OF PERIPHERALEQUIPMENT (1) 
28.7 VERIFY COMPATIBILITY WITH 
GROUND DATA BASE (2)
28.8 VERIFY OPERATION OF AUXILIARY 
EQUIPMENT (1) 
24. 0 COMPONENT 
RECEIVE & INSPECT 
PS PANELS Cl) 
(I) ORBITER 11/FNOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I1F 
Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) 
RETEST 
IF REQUIRED 
32.0 	 PAYLOAD 330 PAYLOAD1 34. 2 OSE 
EMC/RFI 	 DATA REVIEW & SECUREDETERMINAXION EVALUATION 	 INTEGRATION TEST 
(1) 	 GSE 
29.0 	 PAYLOAD 30. 0 PAYLOAD 31.0 PAYLOAD 34. 0 PAYLOADI-JLOAD AND VERIFY INDIVIDUAL - INTEGRATED DEMATE
 
INTEGRATE EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM PAYLOAD &c E
 
SOFTWARE CHECKOUT (1) TESTS (2) (1)
 
2~Y 7t'./.f?i, t' 
, 	
X-WV(2W 6 ,4Y k&' (eA-,A.Q (i.) FIW,,ttA% 
, I # 	
/7 ,&2/,ALii/i 6o 
'" fw 1 
RECEIVE DATA MESSAGES (2) 30. i' EARTH OBSERVATION (1) 31. Z ACTIVATE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (1) 
29.2 	 VERIFY CAPABILITY TO 30. 3 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS (1) 31. 3 MONITOR C&D CONSOLE DURING SUBSEQUENT 
PERFORM SERVICE 30.4 COMPONENTS & SYSTEMS (1) TESTS (2) 
ROUTINES (2) 30. 5 MICROBIOLOGY (1) 3. 4 VERIFY OPERATION OF PALLET-MOUNTED 
30. 6 	 PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY (1) DEPLOYABLE EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT (2) 34.1 COMPONENT 
31.5 	VERIFY OPERATION OF RACK-MOUNTED MECHR VRTPTEXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT (2) 
VERIFY FUNCTIONAL OPERATION OF EXPERIMENTS/ STATION PANELS 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (2) 	 (1) 
31.6 
31.7 	 VERIFY DATA PROCESSING/RECORDING EQUIPMENT (2) 
(1) ORBITER 1/' NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER 1/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER IiF Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) 
41.0 COMPONENT 41.1 COMPONENT 41. 2 COMPONENT 
FROM BLOCK 90 REFURBISH FLGHT TRANSFER FLIGHT RECEIVE & INSPECTL-SUPPORT SUPPORT EFURBISHE 
EQUIPMENT & EQUIPMENT & FLIGHT SUPPORT 
 EQUIP & EXPER (1)EXPERIMENTS (1) EXPERIMENTS (1) 
40. 0 COMPONENT 40.1 COMPONENT 40. 2 COMPONENT 
FROM BLOCK 90 REFURBISH SUPPOR TRANSFER SUPPORT RECEIVE & INSPECT 




MODULE SHELLS (1) 
EXTENSION MODULE 
SHELLS (1)1 
3S. 0 PAYLOAD 37.0 PAYLOAD) 39. 0 PAYLOAD 42-0 PAYLOAD 44. 0 PAYLOAD 
STOPREPARE & RECEIVE & INSPECT INSTALL RACKS MATE EXPERIMENT 
owTI ME TRA CKSI PACKS/PALLETS/ PALLETS/ 	 TRAIN WITH 
CRITICERIMENTS/ALLETS (1) EPRMNS(1) IN ASSY STAND (11 	 1[) 
FTLLEXPERXMENTS  EXPERIMENTS 	 EXPERIMNT MOUL SHEI L 
36.o COMPONENT' 38.0 COMPONENT 
PREARE & RECEIVE & INSPECT 
T ANSER PAYLOAD PAYLOAD STATION 
SSTATION 	PANELS & PANELS & UTILITY 
TILI HARNESS (1 
!G::E
42 1.1 	 15.0 GSE 
INTEGRA IXN~ TiEST STATION PANELS::: 
GS "UTILITY IARNESS(z) IN GSE Z 
(1) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED " 	 43. 1 ORBITER ELECT I/F SIMULATORS (2) 
(2) ORBITER I/If KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 	 43. 2 ORBITER MECH I/F SIMULATORS (2) 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIULATED 	 43. 3 SERVICING UNITS (1) 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 43.4 FACILITY I/F EQUIPMENT (I) 
Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) 43. 5 PAYLOAD STATION SIMULATORS (Z) 
46.0 	 PAYLOAD 48. 0 CARGO 
INS TALEFURBISH REMOVE FROM ASSYFLIGHT SUPPORT STAND & TRANSFER 
EQUIP & TO INTEGRATION 
EXPERIMENTS (1) TEST SITE (1) 
49. 0 	 CARGO 00CRO5.CAG 
MATE CARGO PREPOWER POWER-UP 
INTEGRATION TEST 
GEE VERIFICATION TESTS VERIFICATION TESTOSE(I)(1 	 (21(3) 
50.1 BUS ISOLATION TEST (I) 51. 1 	ELECT POWER DISTRIBUTION 
50.2 SWITCH POSITION CHECK (1) 	 TEST (I) 
50.3 	TEST READINESS CHECK (1) 51. 2 VERIFY CAUTION & WARNING 
CIRCUITRY (2) 
51.3 	 COMPUTER SELF-CHECKS (I)47. 0 	 USE 51.4 VERIFY DATA MANAGEMENT 
INTEGRATION GSE SYSTEM COMMAND/CONTROL
CHECKOUT & PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (2) 
51.5 	 C/C AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 
(INTERCOM, LIGHTING, ETC.) (I) 
47. 1 	 FUEL CELL/POWER DISTRIBUTION SIMULATION (2) SI.6 C/ ROUNDDATA(3)BASEOMPATIBILITY 47.2 ORBITER SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION 	 (2) 51.7 	 C/O SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION (1) 
47.3 PAYLOAD STATION EQUIPMENT 	 (2) 
47.4 UMBILICAL INTERFACES (2)
 
47, 5 COMPUTER & PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (2)
 
47.6 RECORDING/TIMING UNIT (2) 
47.7 OPERATOR CONSOLE (1) 
Figure C-3 Nodule with Pallet (Cont)I(1)OtITER 1/r NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I,/ KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED (4) DIRECT ORBITER I1F 
54. 0 CARGO 57. CMPO~I 
RETEST AS RUIRED DATA RE W REMOVE PAYLOAD 
57.0 CARGO 53. 0 CARGO 
STATION PANELS(2) (1)
t55.0 CARGO 
FUNCTIONAL FINAL CALIBRATION FINAL CLOSEOUT 
INTERFACE 
VERIFI9ATION (2) 
OF EXPERIMENTS OF MODULES/ 
EXPERIMENTS (I) 
52.1 C/O SUPPORT SYSTEMS & 
EXPERIMENT INTERFACES (I)
52.2 C/O COMMAND & CONTROL 
55.1 DISCONNECT GSE (1) 
55.2 LOAD NON-HAZARDOUS SUPPLIES (1)
55.3 CLOSE-OUT HATCHES &ACCESS DOORS (I) 
VIA IMS (2) 
52.3 C/O EMERGENCY BACKUP MODES (2) 
Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont)
 
(1)ORBITER I1F NOT REQUIRED I 
(2)ORBITER I/E KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3)DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 










59;0 CARGO 60.0 CARGO 62.0 CARGO 6. AG 4 AG 
PRESSURE DECAY DEMATE CARGO PERFORM WEIGHT PREPARE& PREPARE CARGO 
LEAK TEST OFHABIABL 
HABITABLE (1) 
FROM INTEGRATION 
TEST STAND (I) 
& BALATNSFEINTONASO(OPERATIONS (1) 
TO OPF FOR INSTALLATIONINAORBNTE 
64.1 INSTALL INWORKSTAND (1)
64.2 SERVICE WITH NON-HAZARDOUS 
FLUIDS (1)
64.3 INSTALL FLIGHT BATTERIES 
& CHARGERS (1) 
61.0 GSE 64.4 INSTALL LIFTING DEVICES (I) 
SECUREIN TEGRATION T 
GSE (I) 
(1) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITERI/t KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 
65.0 CARGO 66. 0 CARGO 67. 0 CARGO 68.o GO 
INSTALL PAYLOAD 
STATION PANELS 
IN ORBITER (4) 
-












PLUGS OUT CONTINUITY CHECK (1) 
CONNECT & VERIFY ELECT CABLES (4)CONNECT & VERIFY FLUID FITTINGS (4) 
CONNECT & VERIFY ALL SUPPORT UMBILICALS (4) 
Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) 
(1) ORBITER I/4 NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER i/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECt ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/7 
70.0 CARGO 7..0 CARGO 
VERIFY ORBITER/ REVIEW ALL 
CARGO EMC/RFI(4) PROCESSING&TEST DATA (2) 
69.0 CARGO 71. 0 CARGO 73.fl CARGO 74.0 ORBITER 75. 0 ORBITER 
PERFORM ORBITER PERFORM FINAL TRANSFER TO CONDUCT ORBITER TRANSFER TO 
INTEGRATION TESTS SPACELAB OPF VAB VAn OPERATIONS LAUNCH PAD (CARGO ORIENTED OIT OPERATING (4) (4) (NA) (NA) 
71.1 	 INSTALL ORDNANCE IN 74.1 SHUTTLE I/F TEST 
LOCATIONS NOT ACCESSIBLE 74.2 INSTALL &CONNECT ORDNANCE 
AT PAD (4) 74.3 PREPARE FOR ROLL OUT 
71.2 	 INSTALL ALL PANELS & COVERS (I)
71.3 	 LEAK CHECK TUNNEL-PRESS DECAY (4) 
71.4 	 LEAK CHECK TUNNEL HATCH (I) 
71.5 	 LEAK CHECK SPACELAB I/F (4) 
71.6 	 ORBITER CLOSEOUT (4) 
_ _' 	 Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Con) 
(1) ORBITER I/1: NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIREC1"ORBITER IiF 
76. 0 ORBITER 71.0 CARGO 78.0 ORBITER 19.0 ORBITER 80. 0 ORBITER 
PERFORM ORBITER PAYLOAD CLOSEOUT ORBITER LAUNCH LANDING 
LAUNCH READINESS SERVICING & SECURE OSE OPERATIONS OPERATIONS 
VERIFICATION OPS 
INA) (4) INA)(NA) (NA) 
T9.1 CLEAR PAD 80.1 DESERVICE 
79.2 STAND BY 80. 2 SAFING OPERATIONS 
79. 3 COUNTDOWN 80.-3 OPEN PAYLOAD DOORS 
7t 4 1.,rmflr 
______ORBITER I/_: OT REQUIRED Figure C-3 Module ivith Pallet (Cont) 
(1) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED, 





84 0 CARGO_____ 84. 0 CARGO 86.0 CARGO 87. 0 CARGO 
REMOVE CARGO MOVE TO O&GL PERFORM INSTALL IN 
FACILITY RECEIVING SPACELAB 
(4) (1) INSPECTION (1) WORKSTAND (1) 
REMOVE PAYLOADSTATION PANlELS & MOVE TO O&CFACILITY REFER TO BLOCK 36 
UTILITY HARNESS (4 (1) (1) 
Pigure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) 
(I) ORtBITER I/V NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER IAt KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 
90.0 COMPONENT 
REMOVE EM/SM 
SHELLS & FLT 
SUPPORT 
& ADD RACK SETS &
FLOORS 99.0 COMPONENTRETURN 
EXPERIMENTS TO 
EXPERIMENTER 
0 91.0, SUSSTEM REMOVE PALLETS/ 95. 0 COMPONENT DEMATE '_ 
EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS 
(1) FROM PALLET (1) 
88.0 CARGO 89. 0 CARGO 100.0 COMPONENT 




CHECKOUT (TO - I EXPERIMENTS EXPERIME 
-EIR'U92. Q SUBSYSTEM 96. 0 COMPONENT 
REMOVE RACKS/ DEMATE _ 
EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS 
(1) FROM RACKS (1) 
93. 0 COMPONENT 97. 0 COMPONENT 
DEMATE AFT SERVICE AFT 
BULKHEAD BULKHEAD 
AS REQUIRED (1) 
94. 0 COMPONENT 
DEMATE TUNNEL 
98. 0 COMPONENT]SERVICE TUNNEL 
(1) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER 
I 
I Figure C-3 (1) Module with Pallet (Cont) 
AS REQUIRED 
REFER TO BLOCKS 
14, 40, 41 
101.0 COMPONENT 105,0 COMPONENT 
REFURBISH TRANSFER I REFER TO BLOCK 8.0 
PALLETS- PALLETS (1(1) (1) 
102.0 COMPONENT 106.0 COMPONENT 
REFURBISH RACKS TRANSFER RACKS IREFER TO BLOCK 5.0 
(1) M (i) 
103.0 COMPONENT 1102.0'OMPONENT 
STORE AFT TRANSFER AFT _ REFER TO BLOCK 16 
BULKHEAD BULKHEAD 
104.0 COMPONENTi 108. 0 COMPONENTi 
STORE TUNNEL TRANSFER REFER TO BLOC 68 
TUNNEL (1) ORBITER I/i NOT REQUIRED 
(1) (2) ORBITER IF KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
Figure C-3 Module with Pallet (Cont) (3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS (4) DIRECT ORBITER I/P SIMULATED 













































-et -2ii ore 
, 
2.0 Facks experimentm & support equipment - ____x 






.... 4aL..() x 
-X 
.3...... Cables .. AL... Vx____ _____ _____ _____ 
.0±.... 
.1 
Receive meks &6 rack sets 






6.i InsTt for shipping dam" 
* BIT (fnns/F UOT RM~IBFIID3 
OPBITEP I/P OJI,EUTEP RWUTPfrD 
I if x_ 
DR-i'rT OPPITER I/F 






Receive rllet exerirents & surport epau 





















In.pect for shipping da,=g. 
(I) x 
x 














Rite mllet and e rintv 
Validate eoeri nt/pallet interface 
ontinuity of ele ctric al onnec m 











lO.2 Tanfer to inteation site 
*( ORBITS P /F ROY UIHO 
0jj opsrrsP I/? nlU1,immF R3)JTPE 
I1_X 
.TLUATE" 
Pil" MIEn norr I/F 
























120 Receive - np.ec erseanmeut/,mnet -(3.)_____________ 
33.0 Prerare assembly stand (i _____ 
lP.O Reeive & Insuect additional rack sets & tloc 7 (1) x 




Plugs out continuity 
tiate connectonr, and fi ttinas 









Intall aft bulkhead "n assembly stand 
iTeakcheck f1ti. fittings 
Xerifr electrical continuty at bulkh. cann. 
OBBITEP I/F NOT qlR'fIRFD 








DIT.CT PPITER I/F 
_ 

























Unique C/O equipent required. 
Ett___hez aj+etrf t 
.3, Ttetirtept-0OS ynre,on (1)W~h~r.4 
19.2 Support system sivmilator (I) X 
191 S.t,tlon sltT,lIltoi (I)- ~ x x__________________ 






Int ration teat 083 checkout 
Coolant boone ratton 
Bun isolation teat 
Shitoh Position checkout 
dslon 



























. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. -xEither........ aite 
4_/(F9OIPIP1/U? 























Table C.3'(Cont) aMur 
VESCfRIUCH 
Cheekout eaMtiuter seMnet of OSE 




Verify noasmnplcoutrol eawbility 

Rtcalve & ins,"ct PS wnels 
Install PS paneal in GSE 
it, 	 nvla.d and lptearation test OSE 
rerora OSE / ald interfac e/o test 
Verify simulatorlracks /palet interfaces 
Cheek notrnal ool flow control 
Perform s11bystem yerlflcation tests 
Ows Isolation verivicatlon 
petermine power distribution 
Verify caution & warning circultry* OPITEP R' D 
OP1TEP I/F roKI,ErnF JIHJTFPPQ 	 , 
WMnPAUTZT 	 (SAflnnn) 
ThhWCM 
oPmOt 1 OPTI 2 

I/F B IE USSR LAINC SIT? 

IWCLEE LWATIO ORIENTED OdInffD 
(I) User x X 










(i) 	 x x
 
(I) 	 x x
 
() 	 x x 















































Perforw com uer & inntru entation selfchecka 
Verify data annagement oubystem cM.& control 
V1 N o jrntlonof erigheral eauilnn-ent 
Ver c tc.11,t1Itv v.th cro ind data base 


































29.0 Lod and yenify tntemted softvsre ( ) x Y Eter ite 








30.1 Enviromertsi effects 11 v _ 
3o.6 
109 feroblol ow 
Physics and chemistry ( 
X..iL.. X 
V 
ORp i/F wOTgm 




DlTfT OPPITEP I/F 

























Actlyate control and displays 
Atnte sunort enItent 
Honitor C&Dconsole dAung subseguent tests 























T rade study 
31-. Verify operation of rmck-mtd mechanical 
ezperlmeot equipment 
(2) x x x x 
1.6 Verify tmctio7 oneration of 
experiments ssupport equipment 
(2) X x Xx 
Verif At, nrncensIInfrmfl ~n equinnent (.4f..). - x x x 
.. 0 E /RFI determination - - XK K Special equipment required 




ta-vate ce'lvad & MS 
Remove payload station panels 
Secure integration test USE 








JQ IRWV OPP7P ATE 
_ 
Table C.3 (Cont) MUIE WIT PALThT (SPACEoM) 
DIMhACES CHV1CCWT/flsT 















i50 Stow no n time-critical items Wi) User X X Either site 
360' Prenare & transfer P/L tajon ranels &util.hs 1. (1) X x 
Pr7rnr. *-Lrse n-rk..r~~et (I)~psJ ........- - . -
180 X T .a,f d i s++no mnpnls & utility harnian (I)4L... ........... .y..... 
. &I rseks/nallete/experlments (I) X X 
110.0 Refurbish SM & extension module shells (1) TM..eh f4ft X 
40.1 Tren fer SM & extension module shells8 X 
AQ, . HP& T SM & extension module shells - X(i 
4I.0 Refurbish FS equipment & experiments -i) X 
41.1. TrAnefer FS equipment & experimests (1) X 
41.2 R & I refrbished FS equipment & experiments LL. X 
.2.0 Install nckn/gllets/exneriments in esye sta W1L X 
J1.O Prepare Integration test USE (2) - X X X Either site; trade study 
1.13 Orbiter electrical I/ simulators (2) X X X X 
1.P Orbiter m anical T/( imulAtor) X X X X 
Payload station simulator - X X 
C ( t....2ranvih Ale OpplTspT/F Car' R ?nIRED . 3 A_ ....... 
P111C9'G VIML'LATfl 
H Either site 
0 COSBITEP JI flO1i1ffiF RVJUTPRP Q pmxn'. OPPImn I/F 
Table C.3 (Cont) "MODUWITH PALM (SinEAB) 


















antallP/L tagon cnels & tility Harness 
Tntall Zfurbjsed FS epuipment & exneriments 













Fuel cell/over distribution 

















I X __________ ......... 
o7.. 
47.6 
. Camnuter & nerinheml 
ueoc/4. nit 














Remove fro ssa stnd & transfer to Int.test 
Mhte cargo & Integration teat 0SE 











GE 'simulator Vs IVE 
trade study 
If accomplished at User site, 
, aet pM, 1-+ 
at b1unch site 
50., Test readiness check ( - -- X X 
91.0 P,-.n interface verifientl n t st YXL...., Y x 
* (i) 
Q 
ORBITEP I/F IhO REX'IRFDO 
OPBITEP I/P riaJn F RMnMM 
01' EXTA 
T)IRWTT OPPMTER I/F 








Cr.n,,,te sf hecks{i 
Verify data oangement system ccmand/coonrol 
ner yhberal eoutnent 
Checkout auxiliary equipment(intercom. t~,tinp. tc.) 

























dente, shu, remate ad reverif 
If accomplished at User site, 
at la.unch site 
te_ 




Functional interface verification 
C/Osuapnrt systems & exneriment interfaces 














Checkout emergen.y backup inodes 




_ Exeriment unioue eou,$ment 
55o Fiml closeout of modules/cxerj,,ntO I X 
.1 . Pieconneot. 0GW, 
- x___ 
5.3 Closeout hatches & access doors -(i) 






. Bemove qvnsd staton 
Prenare & transfer P S oamels 












K'I 4TEIX3F H3M'JTFPl Q 
M'AT 
DTR'.9-C?OPPITER I/F 
Table C.3 	 (Cont) "MDULE WITH PALLT (BPADEEM) 
i& 	 DI/C M 1IUNfC'11 USSR SlE G9. FACNhTTY RFpAea. 
3MD 11 M,. IVERIENTED OPIxN OLdmE LOUTICHCRIPTICE 

)t 0.0 eamte cargo from InteRMUtnd i) T ,,noh M.P
 
10.DE 
61.o 	 Secure Integration test GBE ()X
 
Prforme welaht K A rt~.Wx ...
Th. & balance ope ations() 	 x _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
X 	 x __Special_ handling eo'iment6.o 	 Prepare & transfer to OPP 
64,.o Prepare cargo for installation in orbiter i) x
 
fijj.. Trttll in workatand - -I ____X_
 
j.R Tn.11 flight batteries and Chargers ML. 	 y 
4 	 65.0 Install payload station panels in orbiter (4) ­
66.o erform cero to orbiter rating operations (4) 
67.Q 	 Orbiter/esr~o interface verifleation (- -Orbiter reenonl4t4ltiv 
Pl-i. Ot centinvitv cbeck -I) X 
Connect &verifY fl Id fittinps67. 	  (4) X 
67.4 	 Connect & verifY al suport 1"bilicals 4bj) X 
68.0 	 Install tunnel - _______________________
 
Perform orbiter integration test
 
a ORITEP Ti/F NO1 'IRED 
Q OpsrIeP I/F KROW4txlDOF f3'JTFP.' 	 Q DIRWT OPPITEP I/F 
Table C.3 (Cont) IOUE WITH PALLETS (SPACEIAB) 
TUFlIACHS mwrgr/vr 




OTN 2~hSSPECIALLU NCHS rTF Gin, FA IITTY R M .. 
NO. DESCRIPTIONI ROWISEE LOCATIN ORIENTED ORIENTED M. FIVE 
7 Vr.fv orbiterlcnroE/IFI ( ) launch site X Orbiter responsibility 
70.1 Monitor dutrt2 UIT functional tents (4) x 
~ efom14 na saclb OPP aneratiotis (4 rre AM .n­ 4 -.en 
71.1 Install ordnance in locations not accessible a pad(4) X 
71.P Tnntnll alI nnels ad covers Wi) X 
71.1 Tek-check tunnel Presulre decay (4) X 
T. Lea k check tunnel hatch (i) x 
719i...1 Tn-k ehprk nacelab interface (4)____ X ____ _____ 
71. . vrltpr eloseoutx (4) x 
72.0 Review all processing & test data (2) X 
74.0 Conduct orbiter VAB operations NA 1 
74.a I Shuttle Interface test NA X 
74.2 Install & connect ordnance NA X 
74.. ?rerare for roll out NA x 
750 Transfer to launcb pad HA x 
76.0 Plotfora nrb tr launch readinea vrif.' ops. NA x 
770 re 4 (vlrd _ __X As reguired 
t78.0 
* 
Closeout orbiter & secure OSE 





Q OFBfTEP r/F KIO.EMM REI"TFlJPU Q IR- T OPPITER I/F 













































80.0 Landing operations 














On e rvAcnd doors 












1Z.....Resort P/L statlon vanels 
Mwe t6 0 & C facility 






Perform receiving inspection 





88.o Perform preliminary interior inspection M -
Remove EWSM shells & FS equipment 
'Padi nai rank sets and floors
•2l ODBITEP I/F POP RE1'FlRED 
Qopsrrep I/F WICrqEIXP PM'JUTl 
(I) X 
U,FUITVVTII INLATE' 
Pfl'YTT OPPITEP I/r 




















l~hstte nft bikhead I 
X 










Devmte exoeriments from pallet 
Desnte prneriments from "eke 
Service aft bulkhead as required 
Service tunnel as regured 
peturn experiments to experimenter 















102.0 Refurbish racks () X 
0.0 Store aft bulkhead 










tr et b, ldhesd 
(I), 
]j. __t_ _ 
X 
X 
* 9 ORRlP T/F 1r 
0531W?I/Pi/FtK! 
JTRE 






1. 1 SUBSYSTEM 	 1. 2 SUBSYSTEM L 3 SUBSYSTEM 
DATA INSTRUMENTATION POINTING CONTROL 
MANAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM ASSY 
SUBSYSTEM (2) SUBSYSTEM ASSY (2 (2)SASSEMBLY 	 () 
1.1.1 DATA INTERFACE UNITS (2) 1.2.1 TRANSPONDER (1) 1.3.1 FIXEDSTAR TRACKER (2) 
LI. 2 COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT (2) 1. 2 2 DUPLEXERS (1) 	 1.3.2 FINE GYRO ASSY (2) 
1.1. 3 DATA EXCHANGE UNIT (2) 1. 2.3 CIRCULATOR (1) 	 1. 3.3 MAGNETIC TORQUER (1) 
1.1.4 AUXILIARY MEMORY UNIT (2) 1. 2.4 ANTENNA ELECTRONICS (2) 1.3.4 REACTION WHEELS (1) 
1.1.5 COMMAND DECODER (1) 	 1. 2. 5 ANTENNA DRIVE & BOOM (2) 1.3. 5 RETRIEVAL ELECTRONICS (2) 
1.1. 6 POWER SWITCH k DECODER (1) I. 2. 6 OMNI ANTENNA (2) 1.3.6 COARSE SUN SENSOR (1) 
1.1.7 CENTRAL PROCESSOR (2) 1.2.7 POWER AMPLIFIER (1) 1.3.7 MAGNETOMETER (1) 
1.1.8 INPUT/OUTPUT PROCESSOR (2) 1. 2.8. RF SWITCHES (1) 	 1. 3.8 RETRIEVAL RATE GYROS (2) 
1.1.9 MAIN MEMORY (1) 	 1.2.9 HIGH GAIN ANTENNA (2)
1.2. 10 COMPUTER POWER CONVERTER (I) 
LI. 11 OSCILLATOR (1)
 
LL I TAPE RECORDERS (1)
 
1.5 SUBSYSTEM 	 1. 5. 1 SUBSYSTEM 
STRUCTURAL 	 STRUCTURAL
 
SUBSYSTEM 	 SUBSYSTEM 
(2) 	 ASSEMBLY (1) 
(1) ORBITER I/f NOT REQUIRED I 	 1. 5. 1. 1 FITTINGS (I) 
(2) ORBITER IF KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 	 1.5.1. 2 LATCHES (I) 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 	 1.5.1. 3 APERTURE DOORS (1) 
(4) 	 DIRECT ORBITER I/F .5.1.4 PANELS (1) 
F C.S5,e.e5 INSULATION (1)Figure -4 Large Space Telescope FFRD 
6. 0 OSE 	 6.1CB 
SYSTEM IIF SYSTEM 
SIMULATOR SIMULATOR(I) READINESS (1) 
TESTS 
OPTICAL TELESCOPE ASSY (OTA) 6. L I ENVIRON, TESTS (1) 
& SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT (SE) 6.LZ FUNICT. TESTS (1) 
2.0 SUBSYSTEM,, 	 ARE ELECTRICALLY SIMULATED 









SUBSYSTEM ASSY( 2 
1.4.1 POWER CONTROL & DISTRIDUTION (2) 
1.4.Z SOLAR ARRAY I/F ELECT (2) 
L.4.3 UMBILICAL &tCABLING (2) 3. 0 SU-BSYSTEM1 4. 0 SUBSYSTEM I. F SUBSYSTEM1.4.4 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSY (2) INTAL-LPD 	 M 
14. 5 BATTERIES (I) PERFORM SSM MODTry SSM TO
 
L 4. 6 CHARGE CONTROLLER (1) SUBSYSTEMS ON DYNAMIC TEST FLIGHT
 1.4.7 SOLAR ARRAY WING (2) 	 SSM STRUCTURE (1) CONFIGURATION 
SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOY MECHANISM 	 (2)1.4.8 14.1 VIBRATION 5.1 REMOVE MASSTRANSMISSIBILITY (1) SIMULATORS (1) 
4.2 MODAL ANALYSES (1) 5. 2 INSPECT & REPLACE FLTHARDWARE AS REQUIRED (I) 
5. 3 INSTALL ADDITIONAL FLT 





STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS , 1. 5. 3.1 OPTICAL TELESCOPE ASSY (OTA) SIM (1) 
FITTINGS (1) 15. 3.2 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE SIM (1) 
(1) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED
 
,(2) ORBITER I/ KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED
 (3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 	 Figure C-4 Large Space Telescope FM (Cont) 
(4) DIREC ORBTER 1/f 
10. 0 SUBSYSTEM 10.1 SUBSYSTEM 
RECEIVE OPT L RECEIVING 
RELESCOPE I INSPECTION 
OTA) AT USER SITE (1) 
7.0 S1.1 C)1 1. U SEY SUYE9 
ENTSI : 
SPERFORM IITAL SSM PERFORM SSM I 
SYSTEM SIMULATOR SSM FUNCTIONAL" 
ELECT PERFORMANCE (1) 
FUNCTIONAL(R
A8.19.1 DMS (1.1 ( IFUNCT. TEST (2) 
OEAIN 
13, MATE OTA, 
)ST
SI & SSM (1) 
8. 2 MEd-I. PERFORMANCE (1) 9. 2 IGS (1. 2) FUNCT. TEST (2) 13. 2 VERIFY ELECT & MECH. 
8. 3 SOFTWARE C/O (1) 9. 3 PCS (1. 3) FUNCT. TEST (2) INTERFACES (1) 
8.4 TEST PROCEDURE CdO (1)85 O0TA/SI INTERFACES (1) 9.4 EPS(1.4) FUNCT. TEST (2) 13.313.4 VERIFY ALIGNMENT (1)PERFORM BUS ISOLATION TESTS (1) 
14. 5 VERIFY GROUNDING (1) 
(1) ORBITER It: NOT REQUIRED J P 
(2) ORBITER 14 KNOWLEDGE REQUIERD I 
(3) DIRECT ORBITERFUNCTIONS SIMULATEDIO 
Figure 0-4 Large Space Telescope FFBD (Cant) 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER IT S 
14. 0 PAYLOAD 
T FUNCTIONAL TEST 
15.0 PAYLOAD 
LST MISSIONSIMULATION 
16. 0 PAYLOAD 
MINTERFILTCESTICI 
-17. 0 PAYLOAD 
ACOUSTIC TESTACOERA TUC 
17.1 PAYLOADS1o:POST ACOUSTIC FTIONALFUNCTIONAL 
(/)2) OCENTER AT (1T2) (1) TEST (2) 
14.1 VERIFY COMMAND I/F (2) 15.1 LAUNCH CONDITIONING(Z) 16.1 EMC (2) TESTS IN VERTICAL 
14. 214. 3 VERIFY TELEMETRY I/F (2)VERIFY TIMING SIGNAL I/F (2) 15.2 ASCENT (2)15. 3 PREDEPLOYMENT (2) 16.216.3 SOFTWARE VALIDATION (1)CAPABILITY TO TRANSMIT & INTEGRATION TEST STAND:11. Li DMS (Li) FUNCT. TEST (2) 
14.4 VERIFY GROUNDING I/F (1) 15,4 POST-DEPLOYMENT (2) RECEIVE COMMANDS AND 17.1.2 ICS (1.2) FUNCT. TES (2) 
14. S VERIFY ELECT. POWER I/F (2) 15.5 ORBIT OPERATIONS (2) DATA (2) 17.1.3 PCS (L 3) FUNCT. TEST (2) 







OTA (10.0) FUNCT. TEST(2)
SI(11.0) FUNCT. TEST (2) 
I1) ORBITER Ift NOTW EREQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/ KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED Figure C-4 Large Space Telescope FIBD (Cont)(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 





VERTICAL OR OPTIONAL 
HORIZONTAL STAND 
18 A L A 1 .0 C R O20. 0 CARGO 22.0 CARGO 
THRAST FOR FINALGR WEIGHT & INSTALLST 
THER-ML BAL 1 LORT kBALANCE TEST IN INTEGRATION 
TESTS (2) ATI8 (1) STAND (1) 
18.1 	 SIMULATE ORBITAL OPERATIONAL 19. 1, REMOVE TEST INSTRUMENTATION (1) 
CONDITIONS (2) 1 19. 2 CONFIGURE FOR FLIGHT (2) 
18.2 	 OPERATE ALL FUNCTIONAL MODES, 42) 19.3 REFLECTIVITY/EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS (1) 
18.3 	 POST TEST FUNCTIONAL VA RIFCYT9N (2) 
IFigUre(1) ORBITER I/T NOT REQUIRED 	 C-4 Large Space Teleccope.FFBD (Cent) 
(2) ORBITER I/f KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 
is24.0 SUBSYSTEM 25.0 SUBSYSTEM 26. 0 SUBSYSTE 261SBSYSTEM 
PACKAGE &SHIP SSE ARRIVAL AT TANSFE.I SSE SSIEEVN 
SSE TO LAUNCH LAUNCH SITE: TO RECEIVING F 1INSPECTION 
SITE (1) 	 (1) FACILITY (1) 
24. 1 	 UMBILICAL CABLES (1) 
24.2 	 LST MS PANEL (1) 
24. 3 	 PAYLOAD PURGE SYSTEM (1) 
24.4 	 TIP EQUIPMENT (1) 
24.5 	 EVA SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (1) 
23. 0 	 CARGO 28. 0 CARGO 29. 0 CARGO 30. 0 CARGO 31.0 CARGO 
PERFORM 	LST/ CLOSEOUT LST ARRIVAL TRANSFER LST PERFORM LST 
ORBITE COE-ORBITERCOM 	 PACKAGE & SHIP AT LAUNCH SITE TO RECEIVING RECEIVING(PATIBILITyH SITE I} FACILITYT: INSPECTION (1) 
TO LAUNCH (1 
23.1 VERIFY MECH I/F 28.1 INSTALL PROTECTIVE COVERINGS (I) 
Z3. 2 VERIFY ELECT. I/F 28. 2 SERVICE WITH LIQUID HELIUM (1) 
23.3 	 LAUNCH READINESS/CONDITIONING 
SEQUENCES (3) 
23.4 	 PREDEPLOYMENT/ POST-
DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCES (3) 
23.5 	RETRIEVAL/RECOVERY SEQUENCES (3) 
Figure C-4 Large Space Telescope FFBD (Cont) 
(1) ORBITER I/E NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER 1F: KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITERFUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I N/ SL 
27.0 SUBSYSTEM Z7.1 SUBSYSTEM 
TRANSFER SSE INSTALL SSE
 
TO OFF IN ORBITER (OFF)
 
(1) (4) 
32.0 CARGO 32.1 CARGO -33.0 
INSTALL LTs ERECT PAYLOADI OSCANISTERIN ISTER II ERTICAL POSITION 
CANISTER 

(I) ORBITER I/: NOT REQUIRED' 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/ t 
CARGO 
TRANSFER PAYLOADTO 
PCR AT PAD 




& SERVICING (1) 
34.1 CHARGE FLIGHT BATTERIES (I) 
34. Z SERVICE WITH LIQUID HELIUM (1) 
34.3 ORBITER/PAYLOAD I/F VERIFICATION (2) 
35.0 CARGO 36.0 CARGO 37.0 CARGO 38,0 CARGO 
INSTALL EST ORBITER/ VERIFY L9T PAYLOA BYL 
CARGO ORTIS 
PAYLOAD BAY (4) ERFCTION (4 READINESS (4) ( 
• IN ORBITER INTERFACELANHCOEU 
36.1 ELECTRICAL (4) 
36. 2 MECHANICAL (4) 
36.3 FLUID (4) 
Figure C-4 Large 'Space Telescope FFBD (Cont) 
(I) ORBITER I/f NOT REQUIRED(2) ORBITER I!F KtWOUEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIO& SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/: 
A-5 Table C.4 , In I'tEU ACE Ct CKE) AT I X 
i 	 O0 C ORION 2 - 'PIBUMC 	 ' /P B Snm N UStR AUN M7T 'SPOI ___ f 1 i ~ UFIITO WTC RfT 	 ,iM FAC 11,TY RMAWmiu . ___OW 	 ipNO. ESOIPTO 	 OMLGEi IEAT~fl D RMTED : ,IV. , '11VE 
1.0 Cerviee dystem moule (SSM) buildup (2) User X 	 Vaious _ovoues 
i.i 	 Dote nav ment subsystem assembly_ (2) X _ I 
I~i~i Datainterfece uwito 2 
1.1.2 Cem er Interface
'
uit 	 (2) X _ _ 
_1.1., Data /exchange unit 	 (2) X 
1.1.4 Axia memory unit ' (2) ' X 	
__ _ 
1.1.5 Command decoder 	 1) - X 
1.6 Power sWitch &decoder 	 (I) K 
1.1.7 Central Processor 	 (2) 
?1.1.8 1Daput/outu processor 	 (2) 
1.2 Instruntation & communicaton subsystem assy (2) 	 . x 
1.2.1 Transponder 	 (I) 
1.2.2 -DulexerffI 
1.2.3 Crculator 	 .WL I 
1.2.4 	 Antea electoncs (2) IF x
(3 onglriPP1F Nur RWJ7RED
 Qr JMR' 'OIMUTATEn
 
0 J OPBITEP T/F II ¢TM-MIFRMUTRP 
 M .	 T OPPITER 11F 
____ 
Tlbi. C.4 (Cwt) LO VRn ACE CfXEOK HATMII 
OPTION 1 oPION 2 SPFCIAL 
B*OU I/F BASELINE USSR AMt(fl SITE G9- FACLT RP 
NO. LRSCUPTIUI INOLIWE LWATICI ORIEFID ORIEfr D RIM" IVE 
'LLL.. A.neA drie and boo"(2) User x varioUS soUrCei 
1.2n6i.antennat ___(2) 
1.1.7 Power aplifier () X ...... 
(I I I______xI.P. W mitebes 
1.. xfig, gain antenna (a) 1 1
 
1.3 Pointing control subyntem assemb V (2) I
 
i3. Fine wro assembly (2) X
 
1"3"3 Magnetic torpuer (I) 1
 
1*.3. Reaction vbeels 
 (i) X
 
1.,.5 Retrieval electronics (2) X
 
x1.3.6 Coarse sun sensor 
1.1. 7 1 Mgneto eter Ci) XI 

1,,.8 Retrieval rate gros (2) X
 
i.4 Electrical power subsystem assembly (2) x
 
I.4.i Power control &distribution (2) x
 




i.., lfMbilioal & eabling (2) X
 
Sg1s eX=a esebly
mri .LL9 OflIThP lT/UC F J'RMFD ...I rt
























Ar, array wing 
Solar array deploy m"hanism 
strutural subsystem 












BASELINE U!RULNN MI S9TF 
LOATION ORIENTED OltITED 
User. X 

















Static iced test of struct. components &fitt. 
Install mass simulators 
Ontocnele-one esy (OTAImaas simulator 


















t3 OPsfEP I/F KflU1JEP It3JTRP Q 
F*IO/ICB II /'IUTMLIATEn 
DR'2T OPPITER I/F 
2.0 
r abe CA4 4Cft) LgW DEIACE CEWDOUT )AT 
BJo(
N0. 
3.0 Inmt n suboystems 
IWSCRIPXW 













OPrIai 2LAMM sU 
IUTED 
Cs. 




















.Remove manS emulators 
Inspect & replece fMigh Hardvaneas required 










atem T/F sim,I,ntorMA & ST aire 
electrically simulated 












7o te 8814 & sytem simulator 
(a ORS1IWP I/P 1101 IniJXhDrIUAn 
OIBITEP I/F ICIUJ,E7fl RMflJTFM 
I ____ x 
DT!VCT OPITEP I/F 
. ____ ____ _______________ 






81.K efoa 1.Iai SSM funetioml tests 




2 1/ UELM'I 
L(EATICH 
,rX 
11FT T IUSSR 
ORIENTD 
X 










SPECIALFAC I LTTY 
FAl.f 
RMqAT". 
8.2 ehani.l. pr..oZ..e (. .. x X x x.. .. 
8.4 
8. 
















Perform SSM nctt on.l tests 
f.1DVS functional test 
IOS functional test 
ICS functional tent 



























Receive OrA at user site 





11.0 Receive 4 scientific intr. at user site (I1) X 
U 











12.0 Remove MA &SI simulAtore 
1.1 .t CIA S"M & 814 
119 Verify electrical mehnclxtrae 
,.. Verify al anerent 
11.4 erform bus Isolation tests 
'3L, Verify grounding 
14.o TST fetnnl teIt 
ih.l Verify command interface 
14'a Verify telemetry Interface 
14.3 Verify timing signal interface 
14.5 Verify electrical power interface 
15.0' ISP mission sinulation 
15.1 Tanh corditlonlrm 
15.p e-deplomet 
* (9 oimnsv"1/ino XIUIRFDrT 
OPuITEp I/F tCr-.I1 F RM'JTFP 
SoP-doH




































































































15-T x x xCI _______________ 
16.0 EMt to dtp center interface oomvtibilitv (2) - .. L.... - ___________ 
S62oftv~re vlldstlon 








17.0 Acousic test 
17.1 Post-monstic functional 
.~... Dx fXnt n et.~...-
17..PTn fnurt1 o-eml tent 
17.1.3 FOS fuctional test 



























1~~~~ .1. SI fucinltn 
*()OPTITFP I/F hIOT' .IMIIRFO 




7)RnVT~ OPP17EP i/F 
______________ 









Thrmal ,cberml balance tet 
Smlate orbital oetjcml conaitloa 
Operate all fmetional odes 


















wmonT~uar os SYIALjAUtON SrT? Gs" SI'ALT 
UmD . FALITY 
. __x 
, X. X ...... X" , 







ConfiAxre 1S2 for final operations 
Remove tent instruaentation 










20.0 Weight and ba lance test x..x 
21.0 Prepare vertical or optional horizontal 
integration stand 
M x X Assuming Tf is adaptable to apsy. 
fl0 Perform 1ST/orbiter o..natihilty tents y y x Trade study 
2 V1i, electrical intece 
opsr i/F ma, _n TOUF 
V ,3) I f xIx QP PuITIrrr 
0 PI= oPPiTE 
,PPATEn 
I/F 







T.tlunch readinens/conditioning sequnees 
,- Apnl pvmn+ Inn t- pepu nvmnnt e,uence, 
netriewl/recovery sequences 
D /F USEINE US=(A I 
























lbcRcpe & shiu SSE to launch site 
Utilieal cables 
1ST MS panel 
Tayload t),r'e,vwtem 
fI" enuir ent 
















25.0 SSE arrival at launch nite4 (I) launch site I,X 
26.0 
26.1 
Transfer SSE to receiving 







Trnsfer SSZ to OPP 









I/F NOT RFAI'RFD 
I/F K'IW1Effl fl3IJTB~n 
r 
fTR-,E OPPITE I1F 
Table C.4 (Cont. LOT ISINTACE CH(WT MATRIX 
B X.KNO. 0 
27tHFACM 
- I -QrFm 
1fS* I OPTION2MIUCCI/ BASELINE USER ' Eugm ST LOCAI( EOE I T ON' ORIENTED OR9W 
Clfm(CtT/TYSS 
GTI 
9IM. " IVE 8PFIALFACILITY ,MAP 
28.1 
28.2 
e lmot_ ackg sip to 
Intall protective covers 
Serice with lioud helm 






29,0 IM arrival at launch site i T.nth i ,- X 
.Of... Tm'nafer Let to recelr~rv facility -i- x ____ X____ 
32.1 
2.0 Inatall naylad in canister 










Perform ortiter/palced interface *erification 
n M 
Charge flight batteries 
vSrvce with llorid helem 
Or(+er/rvload interface verification 








PIRT OPPITE I/F 
Both sited; trade tudy 
table C.4 (Cont), LMf D1rEffC2 CHECKOU VA7IX 
B1flKI 
NO. 





a I/F BASELINE USERH 
KNrLUEMIXE LOCATlI ORIENTED) 













Verify LT launch readinge 
Thvlced bay elomecirt 
















i/i' uor iFWjrRFDI3,N 
I/F r-ia.ErnF RM'JTFRP ( ) rnrr 
IMTL7ATE" 
orPImES I/p 




0SU BYSTEM t 
-. SU BSSTEM 1 




EQUIPMENT •(Z) EQUIPMENT (1) 
I COSMIC PAy DETECTOR (2) 2.1 THRU 2. 10 EXPERIMENTS SAME 
1.2 pLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY (2) AS 1.1 -1.10 ARE ACCEPTANCE" 
1.3 ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETER (2) TESTED (1)
1.4 LOW ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR (2) 
1.5 PHOTOPOLARIMETEI (2)
1.6 PLASMA DETECTOR (2) 5.0 COMPONENT 6. 0 PAYLOAD 8.0 PAYLOAD1.7 ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER (2) ASSEMBLE ISPECA, 

1.8 MAGNETOMETER (2)- SPACECRAFT SPACECRAFT 
1.9 IMAGING SCIENCE 800 X 800 CCD SENSOR (2) STRUCTURE (Z) SAER & TEST GSE 
1.10 IR INTERFEROMETEE SPECROMETER (2) " 




SUBSYSTEMS . (2) "SUBSYSTEMS (1) 
3.1 T&C C2) 4.1 THRU 4.6 SUBSYSTEMS (1) (1) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED3.2 ELECTRICAL (2) SAME AS 3.1 - 3.6 ARE (2) ORBITER lIFKNOWLEDGE REQUIRED3.3 ENVIROIENTAL CONTROL (I) ACCEPTANCE TESTED (3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED3.4 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, STABILIZATION (I) (4) DIRECT ORBITER i/p3.5 ATTITUDE CONTROL (1) 
3.6 PROPULSION (I) 
Figure C-5 Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/US
 
VERIFY jVEurIY ELECTICOAIl. . -...VERIFY FLUID PMOMSS
 




9.1 	 MECHANICAL ATTACHMENT 10.1 GROUNDING (1) ILI LEAK CHECK FLUID 12.1 POWER DISTRIBUTION & ELECTRICAL LOAD (2) 
Or EXPERIMENTS & SUBSYSTEMS (1) 10. 2 BUS ISOLATION (1) FITTINGS (1) 12.2 CAUTION &WARNING OPERATION (2) 
9. Z LOCATION OF MOUNTING POINTS (2) 10.3 CONTINUITY (1) 11. 2 LEAK CHECK FLUID 12.3 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, STABILIZATION (2) 
9.3 CLEARANCES (2) 	 SYSTEMS (1) 12.4 ATTITUDE CONTROL (2) 
9.4 	UMBILICAL LOCATIONS (2) 12,5 TELEMETRY (2) 
9.4 	ALIGNMENT (1) 12.6 TRACKING (2) 
12.7 COMMAND RFS (2) 
12.8 TAPE RECORDER (2) 
12.9 ANTENNA (2) 
12.10 PYROSYSTEMS (1) 
12.11 TYPICAL PAYLOAD EXPERIMENTS (10) (I) 
12.21 EMC (I) 
(I) ORBITER IiF NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I1F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/MF 
• ' 	 Ri.ut. C-5 mnriner Ju~iter Orbiter/lUS (Conti 
16. FACILITY GSE 
PREPARE & CALIB 
THERMO/VAC 
FACILITY GSE (1) 
S 
13. 0 PAYLOAD 
TRANSFER SiCTO TERMO/VAC 
FAC. (1) 




14.1 ADD THERMAL 
BLANKETS (I) 
)CHEC 
15. 0 PAYLOAD 
PERFORM SYSTEMFUNCTIONAL 
(1) 
15.1 -15. 20 SAME AS 
12.1 ­ 12. 20 CONTINUITY CHECK 
17.0 PAYLOAD 
MATE THERMO/VACGSE TO S/C 
(1) 
18. 0 PAYLA 
SYST LEVELHERMO/VAC 
TESTS 
18.1 SIMULATE ORBIT OPER. CONDITIONS (2) 
18.2 OPERATE ALL FUNCTIONAL MODES (2)18.3 POST TEST FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION (1 
19. 0 PAYLOAD 
DATA REVIEW c 
I(1) ORBITER I/f NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER IIfl KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SI ULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER Ilf 
PigureC-5 Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/XUS (Cont) ( 
21. 0 FACILITY GISE 	 26. 0 OSE 
PREPARE & CALIB PREPARE & CALIB 
VIBRO/ACC UNIQUE GSE 
FACILITY OSE (I) FOR RTG (1)I	 t 
20. 0 PAYLOAD 22.0 PAYLOAD 23. 0 PAYLOAD:: 24.0 PAYLA 25.0 PAYLOAD 
TRANSFER SIC MATE VIBRO/ACC SYSTEM POST IBRO/ACC TRANSFER TO 
TO VIBR/ACCOUSTI FACILITY OSE TO VIBROIACC TESTS SYSTEM FUNCTIONA SYSTEM CHECKO 
FACILITY ()SIC CHECKI FACILITYr 
23.1 	 RANDOM/ACOUSTIC 24.1 - 24. Z0 SAME AS (1) 
VIBRATION (1) 12.1 12. ZOCONTINUITY CHECKi 
23.2 FUNCTIONAL (1) 




(1) ORBITER I/r NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER IF KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 	 Figure C-5 Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/XUS (Cont) 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 
6 
30.0 GSE 
PREPARE UNIQUE _______ 
CALIBRATION USE 
28. 0 PAYLOAD 29. 0 PAYLOAD 31. 0 PAYtLOAD 32.0 PAYLOAD 33* PAYLOAD 
PERFORM RTG SYSTEM MATE UNIQUE CALIBRATE PERFORM POST 
SIMULATION TEST FUNCTIONAL CALIBRATION GSE EXPERIMENTS ENVIRONMENT E 
CHECK (1) TO S/C (1) (1) FS P EC 
29.1 - 29. 20 SAME AS- 32.1 - 3Z.10 SAME AS 33.1 - 33.20 SAME AS 
121.-1?-20 FUNCTIONAL 
CHECK (1) 
LI-LI0 (1) 12.1 -12.20 (2) 
(I) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/f KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER If IIFigure C-5 Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/IUS (Cont) 
34. 0 PAYLOD 35.0 PAYLOAD 
REFURISH PREPARE FOR 
EQUIPMENT AS MISSION SIM TESTS 
NECESSARY (1) WITH EXPERIMENTS 
(I) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/ KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED (4) DIRECT ORBITER iAp 
36.0 PAYLOAD 37. 0 PAYLOAD 
PERFOR SION DATA REVIEW 
SIM TESTS WITH 
EXPERIMENTS (2) 
36.1 LAUNCH CONDITION (2) 
36. 2 ASCENT (2)
36. 3 PREDEPLOYMENT (2) 
36.4 POST DEPLOYMENT (2) 
36.5 ORBIT OPERATIONS (2) 
Figure C-S Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/S (Cant) 
















39.0 PAYLOAD 0 PAYL42.0 PAYLOAD. 43.0 PAYLOAD 45. P 






,(1). TRANSFER TO EMC/ 
Rfl FACILITY 













MATE FLT STRUCT 






ASSEMBLE SRM TO 
AFT SKIRT ) 
63.0 PAYLOAD 
INSTALL IGNIER 
& ETA ON SRM 
1 65.0 PAYLOAD 





CLEAN MATING SURFACES 
(1) ORBITER I14NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 






PREPARE & CALIB 
SPIN FACILITY GSE(I) 
46.0 PAYLOAD 47.0 PAYLOAD ,4 .0) PAYLA 50.0 PAYLOAD 51.0 PAYLOAD 
PErFOR MC/ItFI TRANSFER TO SPIN I STALL S/C SN P RFOM SPIN TRANSFER To cLEAN HsPIN 
,TSTS cILITY
TESS -FACILITY 
46.1 -46.20 SAME AS S/C ISTO BESPIN 
1'2.1 STABILIZED IN ORBIT- 2.20 (I) 
67.0 PAYLOAD ! .0 PAYLOAD 
!17 F6?.0 PAYLOAD ,70.0 PAYLOAD 710PAYLOAD 
















69.2 C&W (2) 
70.1 - 70.7 SAME AS IN 
69.1 -69.7 (2) 71.1 71.2 
REVIEW DATA (1)
RETEST IF NECESSARY (2) 
69.3 GUIDANCE &,NAVIGATION (2) 
69.4 COMMUNICATIONS (2) 
69.5 RCS (2) 
(1) ORBITER I1A NOT REQUIRED 
(21 ORBITER I/F KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 



















B/I S/C AT 
LAUNCH SITE 
75.0 CARGO 
MATE S/C TO IUS 
i 
76.0 CARGO 




72.0PAYOAD73.0PAAD 4.0 A OAD(1) 
INSTALL BATTERIES --- - INSTALL THERMAL 
BLANKETS ((4) 
73.1 ELECTRONIC BATTERY (1) 
73.2 UTILITY BATTERY (!) 
Figure C-5 mariner Jupiter Orbiter/IUS (Cant) 
ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED (2) ORBITER I/t KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED
-(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
DIRECT ORBITER I/V 
77.0 CARO 78.0 CARGO 79.0 CARGO 80.0 CARGO 
MECH I/ & FLUID IN CHECK RTG COOLANT ELECT. I/F CHECK 
ENVELOPE CHECK (3) (3) LOOP CHECK (3) (3) 
77.1 ATTACH POINTS (3) 
77.2 BAY DOOR CLEARANCE (3) 
77.3 LATCHES CLEARANCE (3) 








LEAKAGE CHECK (3) 
PRESSURE TEST (3) 
FLOW CHECK (3) 
80.1 
80.2 
BUS ISOLATION (3) 
GROUNDING.CHECK (3) 
77.5 RAS SUPPORT (3) 
77.6 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS 
77.7 FLUID CONNECTORS (3) 
(3) 
(1) ORBITER I/P NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER IAV KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/1 
Figure C-5 mariner Jupiter Orbiter/US (Cont) 
0 
81.0 CARGO 82.0 	 CARGO 
DETERMINE VERIFY ELECTR SYST 
POWER DISTRIB FUNCT /: 
(3) 	 (3) 
81.1 VOLTAGE VARIATION (3) 82.) 	 C&W SYSTEM (3)
81.2 TRANSIENTS (3) 82.2 	DATA SYSTEM (3) 
81.3 	 RIPPLE (3) 82.3 COMMAND &CONTROL 
SYST (3) 
(1) ORBITER JF NOT REQUIRED (2) ORBITER 11FKNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
83.0 CARGO 84.0 	CARGO 
CALIBRATE 	 LOAD &VERIFY 
EXPERIMENTS &FSE FLT SOFTWARE 
(3) 
83; 1 - 83.10 SAME AS 84.1 SIGNAL GENERATION 
1.1 - 1.10 (3) 	 84.2 REAL-TIME MONITORING 





85.1 - 85.16 SAME AS 























89.1 PREPARE FOR TRANSFER; (1) 
89.2 TRANSFER (1) 
89.3 R/I (I) 
91.0 CARGO 
CARGO 
TO WT/BAL GSE (2) 
92.0 
FEWORM 
WT/BAL TEST (2) 
(I) ORBITER I/F NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I1f KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4)DIRECT ORBITER I/F 

















95.1 INFLATE PCR/ORB SEAL95.2 PURGE INTERSTITIAL AREA 
95.3 OPEN PCR DOOR 
97.0 CARGO 
EXTEND CARGO 






98.1 MECHANICAL98.2 ELECTR CONNECTORS 
98.3 FLUID CONNECTORS 
(1) ORBITER 14 NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER IA KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER lie Figure C-S Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/lZUg (Coni 










FROM CARGO (4) 
CLOSE-OUT 
BAY DOORS (4) 
99.1 PLUGS OUT ELECTR CONTINUITY (1) 
99.2 CONNECT &VERIFY UMBILICALS & 
102.1 SECURE PGHM IN PCR (4) 103.1 RETRACT R/RANTENNAS 
IM-2RETRACT RMS (41 
(4) 
FLUID LINES (4) 
100.3 INSTALL & VERIFY MECHANICAL 
LATCHES &RETENTION DEVICES (4) 
(1) ORBITER I/f NOT REQUIRED 
(2) ORBITER I/A KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED Figure C-5 Mariner Jupiter Orbiter/lUS (Cont) 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) DIRECT ORBITER I/F 
CABIN CLOSEOUT CLEAR PAD 	 CARGO SERVICE RETRACT CARGO LUC P 
AS REQUIRED CHANGE-OUT ROOM (4) (4) 	 (4) (4)(4 
'(1) ORIT ER 1,4 NOT REQUIRED. 
(2) ORBITER I/T: KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 
(3) DIRECT ORBITER FUNCTIONS SIMULATED 
(4) IREC ORITERI/VFigur'e C-5 Kariner Jupiter Orbitar/lus (Cont) 








experivents & related equiveX 
/I F B SE IE 
UMOWLEDGELGATWCN 
(X) User 
(f l htO1USER 
ORIENTED 
X 








ns;rm ry detector 








































IN interferometer nectroter 
flrrlye .&r r.e+ , -4et x relntrA 
5.1 through .10 eXnerlments same a­









fl & C 








Guidance, avigtionh & stabilization 







"(N5'4. rT" uT 






















Table C.5 (Cwt) aIo#u W1T'EWAOE O.OUT Agi'( 
11tURFACES CaW'x001fTZm 
* II/.Fi , DSELIE opdNiUSER OMfld 2LAUIW SITF G99 SACI0L9 
DFSCRIPI OWCLEWIE LOCATION O EITED M1 D SIM. IrE PAOI1lT 
Lttitds control (1) User X various sourCes 
rollulL.o n (I) I.. 
1eceive h in.pect support usbubBtewE (I) -" , , ." 
1.1 throusi, 1.. sbsystems eee as ____ ____ ____ 
3.1 througi 3.6 are acceptance tested (i) x 
Aggleblt &. Inanertsact stucur (2j.... 
Assemble svreecraft (1) Either site: trade study 
t o cecr1,.& test OE i x 
Ver fy mbanieal interfaces (2) x X 
Mehanical attachoent of experim. & subsystems (1) x I 
"Clerances (1 V " _____ _____ 
ti lof t e O~bjljC. ngsi nA inte ()(2) x x x 
Ali-.+1 -u (1) Y Y 
ontinuity (ORPP riF TIO RVMREDXMATED (1) x x 
Op IpEp I/F n4 ,EirF R3I)'JTPP ( DIRr OPPITER I/F 
oX 






















Perform system lewel functional tests 























































T-ical Payload e eriments (0 tetal) 
EC 
,tnstrer ,e~tt therwf/vit tprl ity 
Prepare for tberro/vac tests 
IF I FAlR'F 





























table C.5 (Cent) 110/lus WWACE CXXCKWPr MA'fllf 
WTrTXACES a mrOU/na 
BrrxK * I/F BASELI E 
OTIN 
USER 1 OPIN 2PCIALLAUINCHGIT GiltSF'A, 
O.I PfCRZPTI0H K OWLEWE LOCATION ORIENTED ORMfiTED '1IVE FACILITY 
15.0 Prform system continuity check (1) JL. . .x 
15.1 L5.1through 19,W .sae on 12.1 throui 2.2 (L - x 
functional check 
sb.o tcalbae thberevae facility OSE (I ) x x 
17.0 thc-0/"c 00 to ac- xne x 
18.1 3inlate orbit operational conditions (2) X x X X 
is.? Cout, 11 funftion1 odeo V(2) 1 I X -X X X 
V-­
19.0 Dta review (L) X X Alternate site 
200 rB.nntp 8/ to ,4brlarcc,,sttc facility, x x x______________ 
210 Praar & oalihrts vibro/ac. facility OSE 4 - x x 
22.0 Pute vibro/aco facility GSE to spacecraft (-) 1 X X 
P3,A Qnts jro'Pa/ c,,t c test, (I) x x 
23.1 sndo/secco.tic vbrution tests (i) I I X 
23.2 Functional check (i) X X X 
2.3 Proffehok -x x x 
Post vibio/aco sstem continuity check 
24.1 tbrough 24.2 Osame as 22.1 throuth 
functional check 






opa3x i/ 0usnrf~~pDIR--0T OPPITEH i/p 


















Prepare & ca libTate unique for 
ule, OSE to *uacecrift 
ifrif M s4mtlation test 
Sonte. functtonsl checkl 
29.1 through 29.30 ae &s 12.1 throughfluctio al check 32.20 




















Prepare unique calibration OSE 










_ _ _ _ 
Un__uff GSE 
LI-





33.1 thro gh3.-. same as 12.1 through 12. 3 
Reffrbigh ecuIient an necesary 
prepare for mision si,, tests vith exerigento 














Iy ________ Either. a 
16.2 Ascent 2) Y y Y­
36.4 Post deployment 
I) ORPIEP T/F 
Op ITP T/P 
flOTRURED TLIIFPTIO-







VXTOPPITER I F 
Table C.5 (cat) 1C/lS INTERFACE CHWnOfl MATRIX 
OFTlON I Oman 2 
BIWKBASELINE UmmSl sr oi- SP.AL 
NO. PPSCRIPFTICH DG E LOUATIC ORIENTED ORIVXTED SIM. FAILTTY RWmApzV 
'MO Dte rer 
- - T y Alternate site 
18.c Perform mechaniam deployment tests (I) x X x 
40.0 Prepare & calibrate WT/ca facility GE (1) • xX 
41.0 Install spacecraft in VP/cc facility (1) - - ICI 
__________ C _________________ 
42.0 Determine WT/CO (3) Ix xX ' 
,O. Transfer to E/ Acilitv (1) x 
44.0 Prrgr.wu e MM$tv SS t O 11r)4 X 
_i_ 
'.o Perform EcWI _jests (JI)..... I...L... xL... ..-. -
45.o, 11 ,sseaft 4n sP.Pn fcilit(1 
k7.0 Transfer to cpin facility (I) - x 
48.0 Prevare & calibrate spin facility GEE - - . ____ y 
1. Transfer to e~ear facility j. ICI 
__________ 
_____ _______________ 
f2.0 rema's. .nn litv 
- - -
Clean spacecraft &prepare for shipment (i) IC I 
* (9 OBTI/F p 110T 3I'JIRFD 7 5 lllJ3minn OKIT opxTIM ATE 





Tble C.5 (Cont) HUO/US I1TIWACE CHDIKO2 ATPIX 





Onn *ISA M US ER 
LGWAT1Lt ORIEflE 











Min to mit 
111 mcecraft at 














Option: IUS could be shipped to 
,,nr,. itern~v4 n~.. 441S/O &tranfered s at ut to lS 
59,0 r~nsfcr to cre,*embly cell I 













68.o .....weren o___________A *9 9 on'rrnr1Frjr I _o_______________ 
""@ 
0 
OPRITEP i/F NOr EQUIED 
OFBMTp 11F KwuiOrwEIm uREOJ~P 
FNJPAICrr OPP.nI' 
D17X-TOPPITER I/F 




































63 uldance & nayi~ption 
*' icati o) 
ekation control oyftem (es) 
hft t cr. 
elemetr (TLM) 
obind I Ssystem tests 
0.1 throug70.T e as 62.1 through 69.7 




















































____ ____ ____ 
Tot1 
,7. 
ORR T /) HOT It4JThM 
OPsrTn' I/F ICGflfYlPO R~qUJPEP , 
...® 
x 
r,TO'Ivyic-r O MUTATE' 
nmrrC OPPrI I/p 





n...r 1 cargon. In checkout assemuby 
77.0 and enrelop check 
r.1 +.',.,h ncint. 
.1--. 
77.4 )oor actutors 
7.6 lectrical connectors 
77-7 Fluid connectors 
78.0 luid interface check 
781I .sks"e check 
io-n RINIcrwoot loop check 
79.1 Teakaqe check 
7,Q.?_ pre,.,''r. test 
79.1 Flo ceck 
80.0 Electrical interface check 
80.1 Bus tsolation 
80.2 ;roufding check 
* ( OnIBITP T/F tIOT RqUTHED 
OBITEP T/F MCflLEF HJTIPQfl 
*C.s (o nt) Lrof us DTEIWACE CHEXCKOT?A n 
DWACEUOKOrTS 
OPTJ N I O M OKIt'2 ISP 
I/ BASUELC USSR , AUhl T 
UG1LEIXE LOWATICII ORIUTX WM(ED 










































Could be NVEor ssemb 
stncuture 
cooling system will 
t n 
Tabte C.5 (0M) 4OO/lW DIWTACE CnRcan ATARIX 
B1OWKNO. 'MClIMl * /7UGLEISD 
flEflWACESM 
OnPo.N I 










rArtL.Tn EPA PYM 
81.0 
81.1 










Either On. trade stud 
81.9 rasle.t. (3) X I X 







n.d & coto syte 
Colib..te e.eriment..& 











































85.1 through 85.16 sam as 1.1 throughl.10 
and 3.1 throuwh 3.6 
Oemtiosal test, in orbiter environmentPerform EMI/En tests simultaneously with 
operationa] tests 
Verify cpanntibilityvwith tracking stations 
Transfer to WTBLfacltPL) 










F(o ' /TION'IMLTATEn 












_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
__ 
PRIGNAIJPA(hJ .8. abe C.S (act3 KtOfthi wnwMACE CHRCKWT MATPIX SPOOR QIJLITry 
OPdjt 1 OPnlff 2 SPACmAL 
BICK * I/F SUJIWE USSR LAUNCKSTF all- FAOVYTY RFKAT" 
NO. Upnfm Iaa asLxm' LATIO ORIEnD OwD 1M.q InV 
___ 
__
' *. r.ntv - oa tra,, ser .. 1} .. kmZllc sit% 
- (I­
_. --
r4nnc4o89.3 ~p'.4 .. W 
O P.O & elibrae SR .12­'rp. r, tVThAT, Tac4ltY 
q1r0 ,1no to Hv~TS n.l~
 
. n-fer caro ted 4a.i . x
 
O
91. Tmoii crgp on 
__2 x x Spectlized handling equipment 
_ 






9-.1 nfPste VItE/orbiter seal r 4 






_ __X_ _ -II
 
-99.1______________________On,, .n3 TCt or 
Specialized handling equipmentX(4)
go; Tnntu l ur to .e.. 

.0 Exend cerso into aylcoad bay (4)
 
98.0 . te cargo to or4ter () 
(4) x98.1 I1chanical 
(-) x q8.2 Electreal connectors 
EX











OP INaOT O 
US5R5 AUd SIT?





Plus. out electrical continuity 
Conneot & verifymbhileals 
.m2A fl,,Id 1 4 -e 
Insall and verify mechanical latcheo 



















Cargto Taunoh Readinuess Verification, (mav) 
Disconnect paylced groun;d bcnlln 
ee.nia (FRM) f4 o , 
Sere MUM I,, mR 
seont bv 




























0S31'PP I/F ICIt4fl3F R5)UTPr* Q T11OPPI7P TIP 
